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ABSTRACT

THE IMPACT OF TELEVISION MESSAGES ABOUT LITERACY ON YOUNG

CHILDREN’S LITERACY ATTITUDES

By

Anne-Michelle Moses

Different lines of research have Shown important findings with respect to

television, literacy development, literacy attitudes and young children including: (a) some

programs for children can positively impact literacy Skills development, (b) television

does impact certain types of attitudes in children, and (c) literacy attitudes develop over

time and have been connected to literacy achievement. Studies have also shown that

programs for young children contain both positive and negative messages about literacy.

Yet little has been done to bring these lines of research together to examine how

television affects, or does not affect. young children‘s attitudes about literacy. This

investigation addressed this question through two experimental studies in which 4— and 5-

year-olds viewed brief television clips that contained positive or negative messages about

reading, books or writing. Two measures ofattitudes were employed that assessed

general literacy attitudes and attitudes toward specific aspects ofliteracy addressed in the

television clips viewed. Results from both experiments suggest that messages about(

literacy, whether positive or negative and as presented in this study. have little significant

effect on young children‘s own attitudes about literacy. A number of limitations as well

as directions for future research are discussed in light ofthese findings. The studies

reported here contribute to a number of fields by addressing a previously unanswered

question related to television and its impact on young children‘s literacy attitudes.



Findings also help to inform educators, families. and policymakers as they make critical

decisions about programming and young children’s experiences with television.
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PREFACE

Parents have reported that children as young as 2 to 3 years of age typically watch

more than 18 hours oftelevision each week (Jordan & Woodard, 200i). Television has

become a ubiquitous piece ofyoung children‘s daily lives in the U. S. When considering

all that might fill a young child’s days—including playing, engaging in literacy activities,

spending time with family and friends—many people have wondered whether television

takes up too much time in the early years. Researchers have been among those who have

questioned television‘s role in children’s development, and some have embarked on

investigations to answer this pressing question.

I count myself among those researchers interested in the role oftelevision in the

lives ofyoung children, in panicular the effect of television viewing on early literacy

development. Children’s experiences with literacy in the years prior to formal school

entry are crucial not only for their emergent literacy development but also their later

literacy success. Many factors inlluence young children‘s literacy development.

television included. Although there are many critics oftelevision. it is often overlooked

in the research literature related to early literacy. My overarching goal has been to

conduct studies that help us to understand how television does. or does not. influence

early literacy development.

Prior to this dissertation. I conducted a content analysis ofthe ten most popular

children‘s programs and found positive. negative and neutral messages about literacy in

these programs. Although positive messages are not too surprising in educational

programs targeted for young children. the existence of negative messages about reading

\‘ii



and writing was worrisome in educational and entertainment programs. Yet, the content

analysis, though revealing ofthese messages, could not Speak to whether the messages

had any influence on the young viewers who saw them. Therefore, my goal for the

dissertation was to find out whether such messages had any effect on young children’s

attitudes about literacy, and if they did, how the messages impacted them. To my

knowledge, no one has attempted to answer these questions, and by doing so, I aimed to

fill a gap in the literature.

I wrote this dissertation in an alternative format (Duke & Beck, I999), and the

format is a manuscript ready to be submitted for publication. This represents an authentic

activity for me as a researcher. In this manuscript, 1 report on two separate but related

experiments that I conducted to answer my research questions. After this Pie/ace. the rest

ofthe dissertation is laid out in the American Psychological Association (APA) format

ready for submission to a journal. It begins with an introduction and literature review

that pertains to both experiments. This section highlights research related to television.

early literacy development. literacy attitudes and literacy achievement. as well as content

analyses looking at messages about literacy in children‘s programs. I discuss not only

what researchers have found related to these topics but also what has not yet been

explored. This leads to the purpose statement and research questions guiding this work.

Following this. I report on Experiment I. a matched-pairs experiment investigating

whether television messages about literacy impact 4- and 5-year-olds' general attitudes

toward literacy. I then discuss Experiment 2. a within-subjects experiment that looked at

whether messages about literacy on television affect specific aspects of4- and 5-year-

Olds literacy attitudes. aspects addressed in the clips that they viewed. This experiment
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also follows up on an unanswered question from Experiment l—-—do young children

understand the positive and negative messages in the television programs they watch. The

Discussion section, Limitations and Directionflu' Future Research section as well as

Implications of both experiments are addressed after the Results section for Experiment

2. The manuscript ends with the tables and figures for the experiments. The appendices at

the very end of this dissertation are included here to help the readers understand the

construction ofthe instruments I used in the two experiments and will not be included in

the manuscript submitted to ajournal.

Once approved, 1 plan to submit this manuscript to a peer-reviewed journal that

accepts studies involving experimental designs (among other designs) and questions

revolving around television, literacy, and/or young children’s development, such as

Developmenm/ l’si'r'lto/ogv or the Journal ofEducational Psychology.
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MANUSCRIPT

THE IMPACT OF TELEVISION MESSAGES ABOUT LITERACY ON YOUNG

CHILDREN’S LITERACY ATTITUDES

Introduction

Television is an ever-present fixture in the lives of American families (Rideout,

Vandewater, & Wartella, 2003). Most young children gravitate toward watching

television and devote, on average, 2 to 3 hours to viewing a day (Federal

Communications Commission, 2005; Rideout, Vandewater, & Wartella, 2003).

Therefore, television‘s significant place in young children’s lives cannot be denied. In

fact, families, educators, policymakers, and researchers often debate the impact of

television and what role it should or Should not play in the lives Of young children. On

one side of the debate are those who believe that television represents the demise of

reading and other academic-related skills. Some, such as the American Academy of

Pediatrics ( 1999). have advised that children under the age of2 not watch any television

and have limited television exposure thereafter. Others have coined television the “vast

wasteland" (lV'linnow. 1961 as quoted in Alperowicz, 1982. p. I I) and argued that

watching television leads to passivity, transfixing young viewers by the images and

leaving them to absorb whatever they see and hear (e.g., Healy. 1990; Postman. 1994;

Winn. 2002).

On the other side ofthe debate are those who contend that television is not

necessarily bad (or good). but that television's influence depends on how much time

children watch it and what type of programming they view. Researchers such as Ncuman



(1995) and Linebarger (2001) have suggested that watching a moderate amount of

television does not lead to the detrimental effects some have claimed. Linebarger (2001)

has argued, “An appropriate combination of television and print produces opportunities

for enhancing literacy experiences and outcomes” (p. 288). In fact, empirical work on

television and reading-related outcomes found a curvilinear relationship between

television viewing and reading: as viewing increases, so does reading achievement, but

beyond about four hours a day, viewing has been negatively associated with achievement

(Neuman, 1.988; Neuman & Prowda, 1982). In addition, studied have found that certain

educational programs, such as Sesame Street and Between the. Lions, can positively

increase certain early literacy skills in young children (e.g., Fisch, 2004). Evidence such

as this supports the argument that content, not just the amount oftime with television,

matters (e.g.. Huston & Wright, 1998). Relationships between television and young

children are complex and that television’s influence varies depending on a number of

factors.

Although researchers have examined how television affects young children's

early literacy skills development, little work has been to done to investigate whether, and

how. messages about literacy in children's television programming might impact the

development of literacy attitudes. The two studies reported in this paper examine this

question. Four separate. but related, bodies of research motivated the design and

implementation ofthe experiments: (a) television’s effect on early literacy skills. (b)

television’s influence on attitudes about race, gender. and violence. (c) the relationship

between literacy attitudes and literacy achievement. as well as how these attitudes

develop. and (d) messages about literacy that have been found in children's

I
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programming. These four areas of research suggest the need to address a gap in our

understanding of how television affects young children as they emerge as literate

individuals.

Theoretical Framework

Three important frameworks guide the two studies reported here and my stance

that such work is a crucial piece to understanding young children’s literacy development.

The first is an emergent literacy perspective. Emergent literacy refers to the notion that

literacy begins to develop long before children can conventionally read and write.

Children’s experiences with literacy prior to fomIal school entry are influential for their

emergent understanding of literacy as well as their later literacy development (e.g..

Purcell-Gates, 1996; Sulzby & Teale, I991; Whitehurst & Lonigan, 2001). When

children are provided with literacy-rich environments (in homes and/or child care

settings), they have the opportunity to learn about and explore literacy—how and why

people read and write. for example. In doing so. they emerge as readers and writers

themselves. For instance. they begin to write with scribbling on paper and gradually

introducing letterlike fomis and finally conventionally formed letters. As they emerge as

readers. young children start to leam how to turn pages in a book. look at pictures. and

gradually begin to leam to orient towards the print in texts. Children’s early experiences

with literacy build the foundation for their later literacy development and achievement;

therefore. young children need such experiences with literacy in order to become

successful readers and writers.

For many children. television represents one potential source ofexposure to

literacy skills and messages about literacy. Print appears on the screen in a variety of



forms: as titles of programs and segments, on signs and advertisements during episodes,

as letters and words of the day, and when characters read print from storybooks and other

texts during programs. Occasionally, characters model the uses and importance (or

misuses and unimportance) of literacy for viewers (Mates & Strommen, 1995/ l 996;

Moses & Duke, 2006; Wan, 2000; Wood & Duke, 1997). However, not all literacy events

seen on television are positive, as revealed in two content analyses that found negative

messages about literacy in popular children’s programs (Mates & Strommen, 1995/ l 996;

Moses & Duke, 2006). For example, one content analysis of Sesame Street found a

negative message in which writing was portrayed as not useful:

Telly runs an errand for Gordon. To remember what to buy at the store. Telly

writes a list. We later see him making great effort to read his list to the clerk who

encourages his efforts warmly and patiently. Gordon appears at the store himself,

tells the clerk what he wants, rendering Telly’s list superfluous and leaving him

more dejected than triumphant. Reading and writing are useful and praiseworthy

skills. and learning to do them is hard, but satisfying, work. Unfortunately, this

message is undermined (Mates & Strommen, l995ll996. p. 304).

Young viewers may see models of literacy as fun and useful or literacy as not fun and not

useful depending 0:: the messages in the programs they watch daily. Such a range of

messages offer young children a variety of experiences with literacy during a time that

has been recognized as vitle for literacy development and later success (IRAFNAEYC,

1998 ).

The second framework guiding this project is the active viewing model. This

model portrays “the child as an active processor. determined to master the images and



implicit messages of the medium and to decode its structure as well as its content”

(Huston & Wright, 1998, p. 1018; see Bickham, Wright, and Huston. 2001; Bryant &

Anderson, 1983; Collins, 1983). Children’s cognitive engagement with programming

depends on factors such as their prior knowledge and mental schemata and their ability to

attend to and comprehend what they see and hear (i.e., they do not attend to and

comprehend everything that they see, but they have the ability to actively do so with

content that is not too simple or too complicated for them) (Huston & Wright, 1998).

This model (and the research supporting it) demonstrates that children can actively

engage with content in television. which counters those who believe that television

absorbs passive young viewers (e.g., Winn, 2002). Since children actively engage with

content, this framework also points to the importance ofconsidering content and how it

might influence young viewers.

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), formerly known as Social Learning Theory,

provides the third framework guiding this project. This theory is attributed to Albert

Bandura, who has outlined key features and concepts of SCT (e.g.. 2002). One such

concept is “triadic reciprocal causation" (p. 121 ), or the idea that personal factors

(including cognitive. biological. and affective factors). environmental factors. and an

iI‘Idividual‘s behaviors all interrelate bi-direetionally with each other. For instance. not

only can environmental factors influence how a person behaves. but the opposite is true

as well~— the way a person behaves can shape things in their environment.

SCT also stresses the importance and prevalence of observational learning and

models. and this particular aspect of SCT is most relevant to the current investigation.

Observational learning can occur from watching two types of models. or displays of



actions, beliefs, and attitudes: live models (i.e., those seen in real life) and symbolic

models (i.e., those seen in different media including television). However, not all models

are effective in influencing an individual. Bandura (2002) argues that observational

learning is regulated by four processes: (I) attentional processes, (2) retention processes,

(3) production processes, and (4) motivational processes, each of which includes a

number of factors to consider. For example, whether a person attends to a model depends

on “the cognitive skills, preconceptions, and value preferences of the observers. Others

are related to the salience, attractiveness, and functional value of the modeled activities

. themselves” (p. 127). Whether an individual attends to a model will, in part, determine

whether that person retains what S/he observed for later use (or production). Motivational

processes represent another set of processes that influence whether an individual learns or

does not learn from a model. These processes revolve around the idea of rewards and

punishment. Of importance here is whether the model is seen as being successful in

getting what she wants or avoiding what st’he does not want. If the observer believes that

the model is successful—and that that individual has enough in common with the model

to adopt such behavior or attitudes—then that observer is likely to repeat such behavior

or take up a similar attitude.

Children’s television programs have been shown to contain messages about

literacy in which characters model aspects of reading. writing. or using print in various

ways — some in positive ways. some in negative or neutral ways (c.g.. Moses & Duke.

2006). If a young viewer attends to and is motivated by what he or she sees about literacy

on television. then SCT theory suggests that television messages about literacy can

impact that young child. The two studies reported here aim to find out whether messages

6



about literacy in children’s television programs do, in fact, impact young children’s

attitudes about literacy.

Extant Research on Television and Literacy

In addition to studies of the impact oftelevision on children’s literacy

development in general described earlier, extant research has focused on how certain

television programs impact specific early or basic literacy skills. These studies answer

well the question of how television impacts specific early literacy skills in young

children, as I discuss in the following section. However, Skills only present part ofthe

 
picture of literacy development; children’s attitudes what they think or feel about

literacy-also play a role in how they develop as literate individuals. Past work does not

fully address the question of how television impacts, or does not impact. young children's

literacy attitudes, or the affective dimensions of literacy. Little evidence exists regarding

these specific attitudes, but I drew upon research from two related issues: (1) television

and (2) attitudes about gender, race and violence.

Impact on Literacy Skills Development

Previous research has addressed questions about how certain children's programs

impact aspects Of young children’s literacy skills development. Researchers have found

increases in children’s vocabulary and letter recognition after watching Sesame Street

(Ball 8; Bogatz. 1970; Rice, Huston. Truglio. 8-; Wright. 1990). Watching Between the

Lions has been found to lead to gains in word recognition, concepts of print. letter-sound

correspondence and fluency (Linebarger. 2000; Linebarger. Kosanic. Greenwood. 8:

Doku. 2004). Finally. Burner and Friends has been shown to increase children’s

vocabulary (Singer & Singer, 1994). Each ofthese areas represents essential skills for



literacy learning and success (lRA/NAEYC, 1998; National Reading Panel Report,

2000)

Long-term connections also have been found between watching Sesame Street

and reading achievement and attitudes (e.g., Anderson et al., 2001; Wright et al., 2001').

For example, one study found that watching Sesame Street during the preschool years

positively and significantly related to grade point averages in high school English and

reading more books in adolescence (Anderson et al., 2001). However. viewing non-

educational programming in the preschool years did not relate to such positive outcomes,

and instead related negatively .to academic achievement and greater aggression for

teenage females. This body of work: (a) supports the claim that at least some

programming can positively influence early literacy development as well as help lay the

foundation for later literacy achievement and habits. (b) highlights the importance of

considering the content in programming, and (c) corroborates the idea that the influence

of television seems to vary depending on the content that young children watch.

Television '5 Influence on Literaei' .tlttitudes

Although researchers have studied the effects of television on cognitive aspects of

viewers' literacy development and achievement. very little has been done to look at

affective dimensions of literacy. According to two of the theoretical frameworks guiding

this investigation. affective factors are important to consider. first. the active viewing

model takes into account affective qualities of children's interactions with television by

considering their goals or motivation to watch certain programs. Likewise. Social

Cognitive Theory acknowledges the importance of individuals‘ affect. especially with

regard to the reciprocal relationships between an individual. his or her behaviors. and the
h



environment (e.g., messages about literacy, and other content, in television

programming).

The literature on television and viewers’ attitudes about race, gender, and

violence suggests that television may also affect children’s affective development.

Researchers have found that viewers’ attitudes can be influenced by messages they see

and hear on television. Depending on the message. viewers’ attitudes can be swayed in

positive or negative ways. For instance, survey data has found a link between White

children’s negative perceptions of African Americans in reality and their consumption of

violent television programming (Zuckennan, Singer & Singer, 1980). Experimental

studies showed Similar outcomes when White students viewed stereotypical comedy skits

(as Opposed to neutral skits) from a commonly viewed television program (Ford, 1997).

Results showed that these participants made more negative judgments of an African

American student, but not a White target student, in a judiciary review case following the

viewing of such clips. That is, the stereotypical portrayal of African Americans in the skit

influenced the ways in which participants viewed and made judgments about the guilt (or

innocence) in an unrelated situation. Although this and other studies involved participants

Older than the current project. it reveals the potential influence oftelevision on viewers"

attitudes and perceptions (for a review ofthe impact oftelevision’s portrayal of race and

ethnicity on viewers’ attitudes and perceptions. see (ireenberg. Mastro, & Brand. 2002).

Researchers have also investigated the influence oftelevision portrayals on

attitudes and perceptions about gender. Viewing stereotypical or negative portrayals of

women on television. for example. has been linked to possessing similar attitudes in

relation to gender-related activities and qualities (for more about television's portrayal of

9



gender and its connection to viewers’ attitudes and perceptions, see Morgan, 1987;

Signorielli & Lears, 1992). One study demonstrated that the more often elementary-aged

children watched television, the greater their tendency to believe in gender stereotypes

related to affective qualities and activities such as athletics and cooking (Rothschild,

1984). Therefore, television portrayals can influence viewers’ attitudes and perceptions

about gender as well as race.

Finally, with regard to violence. a significant amount of research has documented

associations between viewing violence on television and attitudes toward using violence

(for reviews of the relationship between television viewing and aggression see

Huesmann, I982; Huesmann & Miller. 1994: Paik & Comstock, 1994; Sparks & Sparks,

2002). Now a classic study, Bandura. Ross, and Ross (1964) found that after viewing

violent content children modeled aggressive behavior. particularly when they saw

aggressive behavior rewarded. Decades of additional research, both in laboratories and in

the field, has substantiated these findings. Therefore. many have argued that a causal link

exists between viewing violence on television and having violent attitudes and displaying

aggression.

Again, these studies included viewers older than those in the cun'ent investigation;

however, researchers have found some evidence that television content. such as violent

content. can influence even younger viewer's (Singer & Singer. 1981). Although more

support exists for older children—«for example. Eron and Huesmann (1986) have argued

for a critical period Of influence between the ages of 8 and 12---—- television likely has the

potential to influence younger viewers’ attitudes and beliefs as well. Evidence that does

exist regarding the connection between television and literacy attitudes is small but

ll)



informative. The Anderson et al. (2001) study mentioned earlier looked at skills as well

as attitude-related outcomes. They found that viewing educational programming, such as

Sesame Street, during the preschool years not only positively correlated with reading-

related habits and behaviors, but it also positively related to higher beliefs in one’s

academic competency and the value of academics in high school. This was not the case

for those who watched more entertainment programming in the preschool years. The

idea, here, is that programs like Sesame Street provide pathways for long-term positive

outcomes, in which young children are: “(a) leaming prcacademic Skills, particularly

related to language and literacy, (b) developing motivation and interest, and (c) acquiring

behavioral patterns of attentiveness, concentration, nonaggression, and absence of

restlessness or distractability”——all Of which could. in turn. lead to the positive outcomes

found in adolescence (Fisch, 2004, p. 29). Few studies have further investigated this early

learning hypothesis, particularly beyond children’s viewing ofSesame Street.

The literature reviewed in this section demonstrates that:

0 Television is an ever-present part of young children's lives

0 Certain television programs positively impact certain literacy skills of

young viewers

0 Television can influence viewers" attitudes and perceptions. such as those

about race. gender. and violence.

These findings indicate the possibility that children's television programs may impact

young children's attitudes about literacy. l aimed to address this gap in the literature in

the two studies reported in this paper.

Research on Literacy Attitudes



Research suggests that literacy attitudes are an important area of development to

study. Studies have looked at literacy attitudes, the relationship between literacy attitudes

and literacy achievement, and the development of these attitudes over time. In the past,

this literature has remained separate from research or: television and young children;

however, it can inform an investigation that aims to fill the gap in our understanding of

how television might affect young children’s attitudes about literacy.

Literacy Attitudes and Literacy Achievement

Certainly, children must acquire basic literacy skills in order to achieve success in

reading and writing. Yet, Skills are not enough; studies of literacy attitudes posit that

affective factors also play a central role in literacy achievement. Many studies looking at

literacy attitudes and literacy achievement have involved school-aged children. although

a few studies have included children under the age of6. With regard to school-aged

children, researchers have found that the attitudes and motivation of readers significantly

links to their reading achievement. so that readers with positive attitudes about reading

tend to have higher reading achievement and those with negative attitudes tend not to

achieve as well in reading (e.g., Baker 8: Wigfield, 1999; Elley. I992; Gambrell &

Morrow, 1996; Guthrie. Schafer, Wang. 8: Afflerbach. 1993: Purves & Beach. 1972;

Walberg & Tsai. 1985). Thus. attitudes about literacy. as well as literacy skills. help to

shape children's success. or struggles. in literacy.

A few studies have been conducted to investigate young children's attitudes about

reading in the early years (no study that I could find considered writing with children

younger than 6). One key finding is that reading attitudes develop and change over time.

When Saracho and Dayton (1991) examined attitudes of3- to 5-year-old children. they



asked participants questions related to their interest in reading activities in different

settings (e.g., library, school, nonschool, and general reading activities) and feelings

about reading (or being read to) in these settings. They found that reading attitudes

followed a developmental path for three of the four areas: 3-year-olds reporting lower

reading attitudes than the older children (for the general reading area, both 3— and 4—year-

oldS had lower reading attitudes than the 5-year-olds). One explanation for these results is

that with each year, children gain more experience with reading, and their increased

knowledge and feelings of competence positively influence their attitudes toward

reading. Another explanation is that with each year, children develop more knowledge

about reading and the functions and purposes it can serve, which also plays into their

feelings about reading. Others have found that reading attitudes begin to decrease again

once children enter school (e.g., McKenna & Kear, 1990; Sperling & Head, 2002), with

many explanations for this phenomenon suggested (for a review of these explanations,

see Pressley, 2002).

Even with the ups and downs documented. children as young as 3 years are

constructing attitudes about literacy. AS children gain experiences with literacy and

develop early literacy skills. they are also developing feelings or attitudes about literacy.

Early experiences with literacy — whether they come from interactions with adults and

peers or other sources such as the television — likely influence children’s developing

attitudes about literacy as well as their developing literacy skills. Much more work is

needed in this area of research. as researchers such as Saracho (e.g.. 1986) infer the

importance of early reading attitudes for later reading achievement but little empirical

work has been conducted to verify it.



The literature related to literacy attitudes and achievement reveals that (a)

attitudes and other affective dimensions of literacy influence children’s literacy

achievement in school-aged children—suggesting the potential significance of literacy

attitudes in even younger children—and (b) attitudes toward literacy develop over time

and begin when children are very young. In looking across these findings, a significant

gap remains in our understanding of the ways in which television influences affective

dimensions of young children’s literacy development and achievement (as seen in Figure

I). It represents a missing link in our understanding of the relationships between

television, literacy, and young children.

Messages about Literacy on Television

One final matter to consider is the actual content of programs that children view.

Both theory and research support the notion that content matters and that the influence of

television depends on the content that children watch (i.e., as discussed earlier with

respect to differing outcomes depending on children’s viewing of educational versus

entertainment programs). The research OII attitudes already mentioned showed that a

variation in content could mean that viewers take up different attitudes about race.

gender, and violence. III the case of children’s programming and how they portray

literacy. often there is little literacy content to see (eg. Moses & Duke. 2006; Neapolitan

& Huston, 1994). However. within the content that does exist, researchers have found

some clearly negative and clearly positive messages offered to young viewers in the

programs they often watch.

Content analyses have found that Reading Rainbow, Barney and Friends and

other popular children’s programming include positive messages about language and



literacy (Moses & Duke, 2006; Wan, 2000; Wood & Duke, 1997). Positive messages

included showing literacy (reading or writing print) as useful, important, and/or enjoyable

to do. For example, Buster (a friend of the title character in A rthur) writes his name and

address on an envelope in order to enter a contest (writing is useful), and in an episode of

Caillou, Caillou’s mother sits on a park bench and reads to herself (reading is enjoyable).

In addition, these programs typically aligned with an emergent literacy perspective. For

instance, Reading RainboI-I' incorporated much print in its episodes and encouraged

viewers to seek out reading material outside of (and including) those in its episodes.

Barney and Friends included many listening and speaking activities in its episodes as

well as reading and writing activities for viewers to see.

However. researchers have also uncovered negative messages about literacy and

missed opportunities to include print in meaningful and positive ways in programs such

as Sesame Street (Mates & Strommen, l995l1 996) and other popular children’s programs

(Moses & Duke, 2006). For instance, some episodes showed reading as taking a backseat

to other activities that characters seemed to prefer over reading. For instance. in an

episode of Caillou, two children are seen sitting on a park bench reading. Two other

children come up from behind them and interrupt their silent reading by brushing them

with feathers and laughing. The readers eventually leave their books and join the other

two children in a song and dance about laughing. None ofthe children return to the

books. and reading takes a backseat to singing and dancing with friends.

Will: regard to missed Opportunities to include print. Mates and Strommen

(I995/I 996) found very little in the way of environmental print that would typically be

found in and around an urban setting. stories being read aloud. or reading or writing for



real purposes. We, too. found many instances in which print could have been included,

and in meaningful ways, but was not. For example, we found segments in which print

was not legible on an artifact that would typically contain readable print such (e.g.,

scribbles were shown on signs or in a newspaper rather than conventional print). Another

example of missed Opportunities involved print being absent from artifacts that would

normally contain print, such as the maps that Dora uses in Dora the Explorer or the pages

of the storybook that Emily Elizabeth reads in every episode of Cliffhrd the Big Red Dog

(she uses “book language” but no print appears on the pages of the book). Finally, missed

opportunities included instances in which print was not used in a situation that it typically

would be used, such as in Blue 's Clues when Steve encourages viewers to record clues in

their “handy-dandy” notebook. but he does not write (only draws) the clues or label the

drawings of the clues.

Even with such a lack ofprint in programming, children who view any of the

popular programs will likely witness some messages about literacy, and these messages

will vary in how they portray literacy. As with messages about race. gender and violence,

television has the potential to affect viewers' literacy attitudes. Therefore, there remains a

need to investigate the impact ofthese messages on children’s attitudes about literacy.

Purpose Statement and Research Question

The purpose ofthe two studies in this investigation was to examine the impact of

negative and positive messages about literacy on children’s attitudes toward literacy.

Specifically, the research questions that guided this work were: Do positive and negative

messages about literacy on children's television programs impact young children’s

attitudes about literacy and. if so. to what extent? For Experiment 1. the focus was on
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whether these messages affected 4- and 5-year-olds’ attitudes about literacy in general.

For Experiment 2, the focus was orr whether these messages affected their attitudes about

Specific aspects about literacy, aspects directly addressed in the clips they viewed.

Definitions

Attitude has often varied in definition depending on the particular author or

research. McKenna (2001) notes that “attitudes are often viewed as affective in nature

(but that they have cognitive components as well), that they are precursors of behavior

(although they may not always be translated into behavior), and that they are acquired on

the basis of experience” (p. 136). Children’s own feelings about reading and writing may

influence their literacy behaviors, and television represents a potential resource for

children to gain experience with literacy. This view of attitude, particularly related to

literacy, helped to frame this investigation.

A multitude ofdefinitions exist for literacy. According to the International

Reading Association and the National Council of Teachers oflinglish (lRA/NCTE,

I996), literacy “includes the capacity to accomplish a wide range of reading, writing. and

other language tasks associated with everyday life" and focuses not only on written

language but also spoken and visual language (pp. 2-5). For the purposes ofthis study. I

focused on print literacy. particularly the print that is read. written or heard by characters

or people in children’s television programs.

Experiment I

.-'Ilethod

Since the main research question asks about impact. an experimental design was

appropriate to address the question. The first experiment entailed manipulating the types





of messages about literacy that participants watched and investigating whether these

messages had an effect on the children’s literacy attitudes, broadly speaking. It involved a

matched-pairs design in which one participant in a pair viewed three positive clips while

the partner participant viewed three negative clips. The independent variable was the

message clip and the dependent variable was participants’ attitudes toward literacy.

Sample

I recruited 63 participants between the ages of 4 and 5 who had not yet entered

kindergarten. This sample size was based on power calculations with power of .80 and a

medium effect size (.15). Power analyses were conducted using the software program

BWPower which provides the following guidelines for effect size: .02 is a small effect,

.15 is a medium effect, and .35 is a large effect. With these numbers, the sample size was

calculated as 52, so the actual sample size for Experiment I was slightly higher than

recommended. I contacted child care centers in three different counties in a Midwestem

state. Centers ranged in size from small to large. faith-based to community-based to

university-based. and from serving children part-time to full-time. A parent or legal

guardian for a participant reported on demographic infomiation including race. The

majority ofparticipants were reported to be White (n = 46). The remaining children were

reported to be Asian‘Pacific Islander (Asian-American) (II = 3). ('1:icarm’lVlexican

American (II: 3). or Other (n = 7: written in response of“African” for 3 participants. 2 as

“Asian/White. non-Ilispanic". l as “Puerto-Rican"VI-"bite. non-Hispanic". and l as

“Black,"). There were 33 males and 30 females in the sample. For 3 participants. a parent

or legal guardian did not complete the ethnicity item: for l participant. a parent or legal

guardian did not rctum the survey. ()fthe 63 participants assessed. 1 matched 60 (ofthe



63 participants) by their baseline literacy attitudes score (measured on the General

Literacy Attitudes Measure, or GLAM, discussed later). The other 3 participants were not

included in data analyses. Partners were matched within two points on the GLAM but

were not matched by gender or race (the minimum possible GLAM score was 13 and the

maximum was 65).

Television viewing habits. A parent or legal guardian filled out a survey regarding

their child’s television and video/DVD viewing habits. I created the Parent Survey of

Children’s Television Viewing (PSCTV) (see Appendix A) in order to obtain

demographic infomration (participants' date of birth and ethnicity) and details about their

television viewing (time spent watching television and DVDs/videos, familiarity with

popular children’s programs, programs typically viewed). The survey asked about

participants’ viewing of 12 children’s programs: Arthur, Barney & Friends, Blue is Clites,

Between the Lions. Clit/22rd the Big Red Dog, Caillou, Dora the Evplorer, Dragon Tales,

Fairly Odd Parents, tllaggie & the Ferocious Beast, Sesame Street, and SpongeBoh

SquarePants. I drew clips from Arthur. Barney & Friends, Fairlv Odd Parents. llrlaggie

& the Ferocious Beast, and Sesame Street to show participants (I explain more about

these clips and how they were used in the next section). Ten ofthe programs included in

the survey were ranked as the most popular children’s programs for viewers between the

ages of2 and 5 during the 2002-2003 viewing season. The other two programs included

in the survey (not in the top 10) were Fairly Odd Parents and Between the 1. ions. When

viewed on weekends. Fairly Odd Parents was ranked 18'h out of 244 entries. Between the

Lions was ranked 45'h (rankings obtained through Nielsen Media Research TV Ratings.

2002-2003). Between the Lions includes what I believe to constitute one ofthe more



literacy-focused programs for young viewers. Therefore, even with a smaller audience, I

felt it was important to include in the survey.

Table 1 includes the descriptive data about participants’ viewing habits for

Experiment 1, including how many hours, on average, participants watched television

during the week and on the weekends. All ofthe participants had seen television. As the

Table illustrates, the majority of participants did so an average of 1 to 2 hours on a typical

weekday; just over 60% of participants watched the same amount of television on a

weekend day whereas another 31% watched more television on the weekend (3-4 hours

per day). These numbers coincide with a recent report that found children ages 6 and

under viewed just over 1 hour of television, on average, per day and spent an average of

about 38 minutes watching DVDs/video each day (Rideout, Vandewater, & Wartella,

2003). These findings do not match up with estimates from other sources that have shown

that children watch an average of3 hours each day (e.g.. Committee on Public Education.

2001 ). Figure 2 displays participants’ familiarity with 12 popular children’s programs

included in the survey. and Figure 3 illustrates the percentage of participants who viewed

each ofthese programs regularly (i.e., during a typical week).

lllaterials: Television ("lips

When I met with participants. 1 showed them clips recorded from actual

children’s television programs. I taped and reviewed many different children’s programs

currently on the air for possible positive and negative messages. All ofthe chosen clips

came from programs that have been ranked within the top 25 most watched programs by

children between the ages of2 and 5 (from the same Nielsen Media Research data).
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I chose clips that showed. in my judgment, either a positive message about an

aspect of literacy or a negative message about an aspect ofliteracy. I also selected clips

so that two clips could be paired together around the same aspect of literacy (writing,

books, or reading) and theme (e.g., useful versus not useful) (see Table 2). This meant

that one clip in the pair contained a positive message and one clip contained a negative

message. An expert in literacy previewed clips and agreed that each clip portrayed

literacy in either a positive or negative light. She also concurred about the pairing of clips

around each specific aspect ofliteracy and theme.

The first pair included a positive clip and a negative clip about writing. In the

negative clip, D.W.. Arthur‘s little sister in the educational program Arthur, tries to write

her name so that she can get a library card; at one point, though, she finds writing legibly

frustrating and states that she “can‘t do it." In contrast, during another episode of Barney

and Friends. many different children are shown writing with different writing tools (a

stick in the sand, magnetic letters. chalk on a chalkboard, markers on paper) and visibility

enjoying writing. The lyrics include “I am learning to spell my name / Each and every

letter / It‘s almost like a game And each day you get better / I am learning to spell my

name”. Therefore. this pair ofclips revolved around the theme of writing and whether it

is enjoyable and something a child can do or is something that is not enjoyable and that a

young child might find frustrating.

The second pair included a positive and negative clip about books. with the theme

being how to handle or use them. In the negative clip (from Fairly Odd Parents). Timmy

(an elementary-aged boy) finds different (mis)uses for books, including throwing a book

and having his dad fetch and bury a book. hitting and shredding books with a slingshot.



and using two books as water skis. This clip was paired with one from an episode of

Barney and Friends in which the cast sings about the fun involved in reading books and

using books in appropriate (or conventional) ways. The lyrics include the following:

“Books are fun / Books are great / Let’s sit down and read a book today . . . Books are

fun to read / I love the pictures, too / 1 love to snuggle up and read with somebody like

you”. In this pair, the theme revolves around whether books should be destroyed or books

should be enjoyed.

In the third pair, the positive and negative clips were about the usefulness of

reading. The negative clip occun‘ed in an episodeof Maggie and the Ferocious Beast.

Maggie is seen reading a book for directions about how to play a board game. However.

after a few seconds, she closes the book and says, “1 give up. This game is too hard.

Maybe we can leam to play it on a rainy day. Let’s do something else.” Neither she nor

the other two characters in the scene retum to the book to learn how to play the game.

The message here is that reading is not useful for learning something new, such as how to

play a new game. In contrast. in an episode of Sesame Street, Elmo and Zoe want to fly a

kite but cannot find one to buy. so Gabby introduces them to a book she has used in the

past that demonstrates how to make kites. With this book. they make their kites and

eventually lly them. Here. a book is useful for learning something new. such as how to

make something.

Participants who were assigned to view the three positive clips spent

approximately 4 minutes and 30 seconds watching the set. Participants who were

assigned to view the three negative clips did so for about 2 minutes. This difference is not



ideal, but it seemed that having clips match on theme was more important than having

them match on time. I was unable to find matches on both.

Measures

In addition to the PSCTV to assess television viewing habits and other

background information, I created the General Literacy Attitudes Measure (GLAM) to

assess participants’ attitudes towards literacy in general. This instrument is based on two

validated instruments that I will discuss in detail later. and the instrument consisted of 13

items that asked participants about their feelings toward a variety of aspects of literacy,

including reading and writing. The items did not relate to the specific messages about

literacy contained in the clips that participants viewed. Since the participants likely could

not read the items, I read each item to them. After reading each item, I asked participants

to respond by pointing to a face that showed how they felt toward a variety of aspects of

reading and writing. The response scale was a Likert scale with five different faces.

varying in degree ofhappiness to sadness. The options from which participants could

choose included: a lot happy. a little happy. okay. a little sad. and a lot sad.

The following are sample items from the GLAM:

0 (Item 5) Let's say you're [at school in your classroom] and someone is

reading to you. How do you feel? Do you feel a lot happy. at little happy.

okay. a little sad. or a lot sad‘.’ (I selected the wording in the bracket that

matched what the children or teacher used to refer to the setting in which I

met them.)
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0 (ltem 10) Let’s say you’re [in your classroom/at school] and you’re

writing or someone is helping you write. How do you feel? Do you feel a

lot happy, a little happy. okay, a little sad, or a lot sad?

0 (Item 3) Let’s say you’re reading instead ofplaying. How do you feel? Do

you feel a lot happy, a little happy, okay, 3 little sad, or a lot sad?

Appendix B includes all of the 13 items used in the GLAM. I created three different

versions of the GLAM, with the 13 items randomly sorted into three different orders. I

randomly assigned one ofthe three versions to participants. They completed the same

order of items at each time point.

1 hypothesized that the clips would affect participants’ GLAM scores differently —

positive clips would lead to higher GLAM scores and negative clips would lead to lower

GLAM scores. lfthis happened, the results would provide strong evidence that messages

about literacy that children see on television do affect their literacy attitudes. It would

mean that participants transferred the feelings conveyed in the clips about writing.

reading and books to their attitudes about literacy in general.

The GLAM is based on two validated reading attitudes instruments: the Preschool

Reading Attitudes Scale (PRAS; Saracho. 1986: 1988) and the ERAS (McKenna & Kear.

1990; McKenna. Kear & Ellsworth. 1005). The PRAS was the only reading attitudes

scale that I could find that has been designed for preschool-aged children to answer

themselves. It has been validated for assessing reading attitudes of3-. 4- and S-year-olds.

Questions being with “How do you feel". and there are 12 total items. It uses three basic

drawings ofchildren’s faces—a smiling face. a neutral face. and a frowning face on a 3—

point scale— with which children indicate their feelings about reading. The ljlementary



Reading Attitude Survey (ERAS, also know as the Garfield; McKenna & Kear, 1990) has

been validated with students in Grades 1 to 6. Although used with older participants than

those in the current study, this scale represented another example of a Likert-type

measure of reading attitudes and helped to inform the construction ofthe GLAM. The

ERAS contains 20 items which ask elementary-aged children to respond to questions that

begin with “How do you feel” and inquire about aspects of recreational and academic

reading. Children respond by selecting from four pictures of the cartoon character

Garfield. For the response scale, each of the four pictures portrays a different emotion on

Garfield’s face and. body (ranging from a Garfield who is smiling with teeth to one how is

frowning with arms—crossed). Both scales used picture representations of emotions to

which the participants pointed when answering each item. This ensures that even very

young children can answer the questions, since it did not require them to read the item or

possible responses.

Reliability and validitr ofthe PRAS. Saracho (I986) interviewed 180 3- to 5—year

olds regarding their attitudes about reading, and then she used the most common

statements from these children for the items included in the PRAS. These items were

placed into four categories: School Reading Activity (SRA). Nonschool Reading

Activities (NRA). Library Reading Activities (LRA). and General Reading Activities

(GRA). Only the items reaching a .84 coefficient or above for Pearson’s prmluct—momcnt

correlations were included for the final version ofthe PRAS.

Following the piloting ofthis instrument. Saracho ( I984: I986) administered the

PRAS to 2.232 children randomly selected from early childhood centers from across five

states. This sample included an even number ofboys and girls (372 each) represented in
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three age groups (3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds). Mexican American, White, African American

and other ethnicities were also included, as well as children from varying geographic

regions and across socio-economic and ability levels.

Saracho and Dayton (199]) report that for 120 randomly selected children from

the larger sample, the PRAS reached a 0.95 for test-retest reliability (with four weeks

passing between the administrations) and 0.89 when analyzed with the Kuder-Richardson

20. With regard to construct validity, 12 teachers of participating children chose five boys

and live girls who exhibited positive reading attitudes and the same number of boys and

girls who exhibited negative reading attitudes. These children’s PRAS scores resulted in

significant differences; those whom teachers identified as having positive reading

attitudes had higher scores on the PRAS than those whom teachers deemed as having

negative reading attitudes. In addition, internal consistency split—halves reliability

coefficients were reported as 0.86 for the subscale SRA, 0.85 for the NRA. 0.90 for the

LRA, and 0.85 for the GRA. Finally, with respect to content validity. Saracho (1986)

states that experts in reading and early childhood evaluated the instrument and gave

feedback, which she took into consideration in developing the PRAS. Overall. Saracho

found the PRAS to validly and reliably measure young children’s attitudes about reading

and that their attitudes were stable across testing periods. When basing 5 items from this

instrument for the GLA M. I felt confident about the ability ofthese items to measure

certain aspects of young children’s reading attitudes.

Reliabilitr and validitr oft/re ERAS. The ERAS consists oftwo subscales. each

containing 10 items: the academic reading attitude subscale and the recreational reading

attitude subscale. McKenna and Kear ( 1990) report that Cronbach's alpha reliability
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coefficients for each subscale (by grade) ranged from .74 to .89. With respect to construct

validity of the recreational subscale, the authors found that having a library card (when a

library was available to the student) significantly related to higher mean scores on the

recreational reading attitudes portion ofthe ERAS. Also, they found a significant

difference in the mean scores of those who checked out books (from the school library

and was not a requirement) compared to those who did not.

With regard to the validity of the academic reading attitudes subscale, McKenna

and Kear (1990) found that the mean scores ofhigher reading ability students (ranked by

their teachers) were significantly greater than lower ability students. Finally, they

calculated an intersubscale correlation, which was .64; this suggests that while the

subscales measure related to each other, they represented different constructs. Factor

analysis provided additional evidence that the subscales tapped into different dimensions

of children’s attitudes toward reading. Overall, then. the ERAS was reported to be a

reliable and valid measure ofchildren’s reading attitudes. and for children as young as 6-

years-old (first grade). Because ofthese results, I felt confident in the 4 items from the

ERAS on which 1 based GLAM items.

1 based the GLAM items on 5 items from the PRAS and 4 G LAM items from the

ERAS. I wanted to make sure that the scale was not too long. which might frustrate or

bore the participants. Therefore. after looking over both scales and considering my

research question. an expert in literacy and l narrowed down the items that were most

relevant for this study and did not overlap each other (c.g.. some questions were very

similar in nature on PRAS compared with the ERAS). For the remaining 4 items. I wrote

items to assess participants’ attitudes toward different aspects ofwriting. Writing. too.



represents an important aspect ofemeny
'c
ent literacy, though it is not addressed in the

PRAS. I wanted to include this in the measure ofliteracy attitudes in young children. I

wrote the writing items in a manner similar to the reading items.

One concern with using the PRAS in the current study was the response scale. It

only provided three possible responses; I believed that young children had the ability to

choose from more options for expressing their feelings about literacy. A concern with the

ERAS was that younger children nowadays may not recognize or be able to associate

their own feelings with Garfield (or, more generally, a drawing ofa cat). Therefore, when

constructing the GLAM, I looked for Likert response formats for young children. I

looked at research on measuring young children’s pain levels for examples of other

response scales and found the Wong-Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale (Hockenben'y-

Eaton, Wilson, & Winkelstein, 2005; Wong & Baker. 1991). This scale was constructed

to measure young children’s pain level. a construct which can be difficult to assess

because of young children’s communication abilities at such young ages (Mosby. 2007).

The scale consists of6 faces drawn to portray pain ranging from 0 (“No Hurt") to 5

(“Hurts Worst). The authors based the faces on pilot work in which young children filled

566

in blank circles with their own representations of no pain’ to the ‘worst pain they could

ever imagine’" (Mosby. 2007). They found a pattern in these draw ings: they referenced

this pattern in the creation ofthe \K’ong-Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale. and used this in

research and practice. For reliability. they report a Pearson Product Moment Correlation

Coefficient of 0.79 (Mosby. 2007).

I gained permission from the first author ofthe instrument (Wong) to modify this

scale for the purpose ofthis study (measuring young children's attitudes about literacy). 1
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believed that the faces in the Wong-Baker FACES Pain Rating Scale best represented the

emotions I hoped to assess and in a format that participants could understand and use.

The faces are not complex and depict clearly one emotion, with no additional features

that might be distracting to young children, such as parts ofthe body other than the face

(i.e., hair, amis, leg, or a body), gender, or race. In addition, I felt more confident with the

faces in this scale because the authors based it on young children’s own drawings of

specific feelings. I did make two modifications to the Wong-Baker FACES Pain Rating

Scale: First, 1 omitted the “Hurts Worst” face—the drawing has a gender-neutral face

with tears and a frown—because I believed that participants would .not respond in such a

strongly negative way to the questions about reading and writing. 1 also modified the

response wording to reflect feelings about literacy (i.e., varying levels of sad to happy)

rather than pain. The GLAM response scale, therefore. entailed 5 faces: 1 = a lot sad. 2 =

a little sad. 3 = okay, 4 = a little happy. 5 z a lot happy. The minimum possible score was

a 13 and the maximum possible score was a 65. l piloted the scale (see the next section

for further discussion on the pilot work) with 6 children (who did not participate in the

main study) to ensure that young children did indeed understand the faces and could use

the scale in the way I intended.

I piloted the GLAM items with children (N : 6) who did not participate in the

main study. 1 piloted two different versions ofthe questions that varied in wording ofthe

items along with the clips that I chose to show participants. For question wording. 1

piloted a version with wording similar to the ERAS and PRAS leg. “How do you feel . .

.”) and a second version containing wording that set up a scenario to which participants

could respond (“Let's say you’re at home. . .”). 1 found the second version to be most
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understandable to the children, as each item first set up a concrete situation or scenario to

which children could relate and then asked them to think about how they would feel in

that situation. Therefore, the final wording ofthe GLAM items differs slightly from the

PRAS and the ERAS. That is, instead of asking, “How do you feel about reading for fun

at home” (an ERAS item), the GLAM item reads, “Let’s say you’re at home and your

mom wants to read with you. How do you feel? Do you feel a lot happy, a little happy,

okay, a little sad. or a lot sad?” I aimed to make each item more concrete by having

participants imagine a scenario first—eg, “Let’s say you’re at home. . or “Let’s say

you’re at the bookstore or library. . .”-——before asking how they felt about it.

Reliability and validity oft/2e GLAM. To assess the reliability ofthe GLAM, I

looked at the internal consistency ofits 13 items (at the first time point for the 60

participants that were matched into pairs). 1 found a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of .752.

which is within the acceptable range for the reliability ofa scale (e.g., Fields. 2005). With

respect to content validity, the GLAM has been reviewed by experts in the field of

literacy, cognitive development, and psychometrics to make certain the items reflected

literacy broadly and were written in ways appropriate for this population. In addition. 1

based the GLAM’s 13 items on reading attitudes measures (PRAS and ERAS) that have

been deemed reliable and valid measures (see earlier discussions of both instruments). 1

based the response scale on a validated instrument that assesses children’s pain level (the

FACES Pain Rating Scale) with the beliefthat it would provide participants with the

most clear and understandable set of answers along which they could indicate their

feelings (or attitudes) about reading and writing. l-"inally. as noted. 1 pilot tested the

GLAM with a small sample ofchildren prior to its use in the current study to check that



the questions were understandable to 4- and S-year-olds and that they could respond

reasonably to the items.

Procedure

Experiment 1 entailed three administration sessions (time point 1, time point 2,

and time point 3). At each child care center, 1 found a room or part of a room that was

empty and separate from the children’s classroom. I worked with participants one-on-

one. At time point 1, I began the session with an introduction of who 1 was and a brief

description of what would happen during the session. 1 made sure that each participant

wanted to answer questions about reading and writing. After they agreed (two children

refused so 1 discontinued the session and did not meet with them again), 1 read the

directions for the GLAM which explained the faces. 1 placed a copy of the faces in front

of them so they could see the faces as 1 pointed to each and read the corresponding

emotion. After 1 went through the directions, I asked two practice items. The first practice

item asked, “Let’s say you just got a new toy and you’re playing with it. 110w do you

feel? Do you feel a lot happy, a little happy. a little sad or a lot sad when you play with

the new toy?” The second practice question asked, “Let’s say it’s dinnertime and you’re

eating broccoli. How do you feel about eating broccoli?” Once I believed that a

participant understood the response scale. 1 administered the GLAM to each participant

to obtain a baseline of his or her general attitudes about literacy.

1 matched participants according to their baseline score. and l matched

participants as I collected data rather than waiting to gather all of the scores then

matching them. Across all 63 participants assessed. the maximum score achieved on the

GLAM was 65 and the minimum was 33. with a mean of 51.57 and standard deviation of



8.485. Although pairing participants with exactly the same GLAM score was the ideal, I

found it was not always possible. Therefore, 1 matched participants within 2 points of

each other on their baseline GLAM score. This meant that a participant with a very high

score was matched with another participant with the same (or very close to the same)

high score. 1 did so to make sure that groups were equal with respect to their initial

literacy attitudes (before viewing any television clips that might have affected their

literacy attitudes). After I paired participants (60 of the 63 assessed), I randomly assigned

one partner to watch the three selected positive clips about literacy and the other partner

to watch the three selected negative clips about literacy.

At time point 2 (within 1 to 3 days after time point 1), 1 met again with

participants individually and in a separate room (or part ofa room) that was quiet. 1

began time point 2 with an introduction about what we would do in the session. I also

made sure that each participant wanted to watch some television clips and answer some

questions about reading and writing. 1 then played 3 negative or 3 positive clips for the

participant, depending on what he or she had been randomly assigned to view. The

participants watched the set of clips on a portable DVD player that l positioned right in ’

front ofthem. I asked each participant ifthey could see the screen and hear the clips.

After viewing all three. the children responded to the GLAM again. This provided a

measure ofparticipants’ literacy attitudes immediately after viewing one type of literacy

message (positive or negative).

Once approximately one week had passed. 1 met with each participant and asked

them to complete the GLAM for the third time and using the same procedure as at time

point 1 (with just a brief reminder of what the session would entail). This provided a



measure of their literacy attitudes after a short delay from the time they viewed the clip.

At the very end of the session, ,1 showed a positive clip and talked about the positive

message in the clip with participants who viewed three negative clips at time point 2 to

counter any effects that might have occurred from watching these messages. Although

the delay between time point 2 and 3 was brief, I hypothesized that sustained effects over

the week’s time could indicate the potential for long-term effects. Also, 1 posited that

viewing certain messages—for example, negative messages—might influence the ways

in which children process subsequent information and interactions with literacy. A

change in a child’s attitude about literacy (after viewing a television clip) could mean a

change in how they interact with reading or writing; a change in how they interact with

literacy could, in tum. influence further their attitudes about literacy and how they

perceive literacy in their environment. Such an effect connects to Social Cognitive

Theory, and the idea of the reciprocal relationships between individuals, their behaviors,

and their environments. This “snmvball effect” could have consequences for literacy

attitudes in the long run and highlighted the need to have included a delay component in

the design of this experiment.

Data Analvsis Procedure

Since this was an experiment and involved a matched—pairs design, 1 analyzed the

data to look for significant differences between the attitudes of participants who viewed

positive messages and their partners who viewed negative messages about literacy

(viewed at time point 2). Prior to running any analyses, the significance level was set at

0.05. 1 calculated difference scores between time points 1 and 2. 2 and 3. and l and 3 for

each participant. Then. I conducted a repeated measures MANOVA on the difference
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scores between the partners across the time points. When running the repeated measures

MANOVA, 1 also obtained univariate tests that looked for significant differences

between time points 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and l and 3 (these tests provided the same results

as ifl had run multiple paired t-tests on the data while protecting against the inflation ofa

Type 1 error probability of 0.05). Ifthe MANOVA was significant, the univariate tests

would reveal which particular set of difference scores were significantly different.

It was also important to calculate effect sizes for any significant test statistics. I

calculated partial eta-squared for the repeated measures MANOVA and univariate tests,

and I calculated Cramer’s V for the Pearson Chi-Square Tests. It is important to note that

partial eta-squared is different from eta-squared: partial eta-squared provides an effect

size for each factor while controlling for the other factors analyzed whereas eta-squared

provides an overall measure ofeffect. While partial eta-squared does reveal how much

variance in the outcome is accounted for by a factor, there is not a consensus in the

literature regarding how to interpret partial eta-squared statistics (i.e., what constitutes a

small. medium. or large partial eta-squared). Therefore, they will not be interpreted in

this paper.

With regard to assumptions needed to run a MANOVA (Fields. 2005; Tabachnick

& Fidell. 1996). for the assumption ol’ normal distribution. I looked at the descriptive data

and histograms created for each time point for the 60 participants who were placed in

pairs. No outliers were found at any of the time points. I looked at the histograms ofeach

time point and noticed a slight negative skew particularly for time point 1. However.

when I checked the skewness and kurtosis for each time point and divided by the

standard deviation. none ofthese statistics fell outside the common rule-of-thumb range
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of-2 to 2. The skewness statistics for time points 1, 2, and 3 were -l.51, -.l7, and .15,

respectively. The kurtosis statistics for time points 1, 2, and 3 were -.99. -.97, and -1.3 l ,

respectively. The normality of the scores at each time point is one assurance of

multivariate normality. an assumption of MANOVA. Another assumption for running a

MANOVA is checking for linearity, which I did by looking at scatter plots ofthe

dependent variables. All ofthe scatter plots appeared to show linearity for these

variables.

In addition to the repeated measures MANOVA and univariate analyses, 1 ran

Pearson Chi-Square Tests at the individual level (rather than by pairs; N = 60) to see

whether there were any significant relationships between participants’ baseline GLAM

scores (obtained at time point 1) and their ethnicity. gender or television viewing habits

(as measured by the amount oftelevision viewing on a typical weekday and on a typical

weekend day). l collapsed the GLAM baseline scores into three groups: low, medium,

and high literacy attitudes. 1 divided participants into these categories by looking at the

range ofthe GLAM scores: the minimum for this sample was 33 and the maximum was

65. which meant a range of32 points. 1 divided the range by 3 and then assigned the

scores between 33 and 44 as low (n = l l). 45 to 54 as medium (n I 22). and 55 to 65 as

high (n : 27). 1 could then look at the associations between these GLAM categories and

the other categorical variables ofetlmicity. gender and television viewing habits. For each

of the tests. there were cells that had expected values less than 5. so they did not meet the

normality assumption (i.e.. many ofthe cells did not have a normal distribution because

the sample was not large enough). 1 ran the exact test for each ofthe chi-squares. If any
L
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of these chi—square tests were significant, it would indicate additional important factors

that I would need to consider in the interpretation of Experiment 1’s results.

Results

First, chi-square tests that I conducted found only one significant relationship,

which was between participants’ baseline GLAM scores and the amount oftelevision

they typically watched on a weekend day (X2 (6) = 12.39. p = .03, Cramer’s V = .324 (a

medium effect; Fields, 2005). Table 3 displays the results for all ofthe chi-square tests.

Two participants who had a low baseline literacy attitudes score watched 4 hours or more

oftelevision on a typical weekend day whereas no participant with a medium or high

attitudes score watched as much television on the weekend. One participant with a hiin

baseline literacy attitudes score watched no television on a typical weekend day whereas

participants with a medium or low score watched 1 hour or more oftelevision on the

weekend. The vast majority of participants in the low. medium and high baseline

attitudes groups watched 1 to 2 hours (8 participants. 13 participants, and 16 participants,

respectively) or 3 to 4 hours (I participant. 8 participants. and 10 participants,

respectively) oftelevision on a typical weekend day. The significant association between

baseline scores and weekend television viewing was something to take into consideration

when interpreting the results ofthe repeated measures MANOVA. as addressed in the

Discussion section.

Besides the weekend viewing. none ofthe other variables significantly related to

participants’ baseline GLAM scores. Baseline attitudes did not significantly relate to

ethnicity (x: (6) : l 1.43). gender (12 (6) = 1.13). or viewing on a typical weekday (x: (6)

= 5.76; all exact ps > .05). Non-significant results indicated that these factors did not play



a significant role in the current study’s focus on television and literacy attitudes and

supported the decision to pair partners based on their baseline GLAM scores (and not by

gender, ethnicity, or weekday television viewing).

The repeated measures MANOVA on the difference scores between the

participants who viewed three negative clips (N = 30’) and the partners who viewed three

negative clips (N = 30) found a significant difference, F (2, 28) = 3.365. p = .049, with a

(partial eta-squared (i.e., effect size; mpg) of.l94. According to the univariate analyses, the

negative viewing groups’ mean difference scores from time point 2 to time point 3

significantly differed from the positive viewing group’s mean difference scores from time

point 2 to time point 3, F ( 1, 29) = 6.931. p = .013. Here, partial eta—squared (mpg) was

.193. Recall that time point 2 included the measure of attitudes immediately after viewing

the clips and time point 3 included the measure of attitudes approximately one week later.

Table 4 includes the mean difference scores and standard deviations for participants at

each time point. It shows that the mean difference score (2.23) for the negative viewing

group increased from time point 2 to 3 whereas the mean difference scores (-().80)

decreased for the positive viewing group from time point 2 to time point 3.

When looking within each viewing group. the only significant difference in the

mean scores (not mean difference scores) was for the negative viewing group from time

point 2 to time point 3. t(29) I: -2. 184. p 2 .037. The mean scores revealed that viewing

negative clips significantly affected participants’ attitudes about literacy. increasing from

49.77 (time point 2) to 52.00 (time point 3). Between the other time points for both

viewing groups. the mean GLAM attitude scores chanued very little. For instance. the
C

v 0roup’s mean GLAM score at time point 3 (52.00) was very similar
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to——and did not significantly differ from—their GLAM mean score at time point 1

(51.60), and the positive viewing group’s mean score at time point 3 (49.60) did not

significantly differ from their time point I mean score (51.77). This stability in the scores

suggests that the clips had very little effect on participants’ general literacy attitudes

overall.

Discussion

The results for Experiment I did not correspond with my hypotheses about

whether and how messages about literacy from children’s television programs might

affect 4- and 5-year-olds’ attitudes about literacy. For the question of whether messages

would have an effect, I hypothesized that literacy messages in children’s programming

would affect 4- and 5-year-olds’ attitudes about literacy. For the question of how these

messages would affect their attitudes, I believed that they would do so as follows: (a)

positive messages about literacy would positively impact. or boost, participants’ attitudes

about literacy. and (b) negative messages about literacy would decrease participants’

attitudes about literacy.

Results revealed two things: first. they showed only one significant difference in

literacy attitudes. as measured by the GLAM. The significant change in general literacy

attitudes occurred from time point 2 to time point 3. in which the negative viewing

group’s mean difference score differed significantly from the positive viewing group’s

mean difference score. Further analyses highlighted that participants who viewed three

negative clips had a significant increase in their literacy attitudes from the time they

initially viewed the clips (time point 2) to the time when 1 tested them again one week

later (time point 3). Second. results showed that at no other time point did participants





significantly differ in their attitudes toward literacy in general—whether they viewed

positive or negative clips.

With respect to the statistically significant result that 1 did find, I believe that this

result is not meaningful—that is, that the television clips did not affect participants’

literacy attitudes in a substantively significant way. This conclusion is based mainly on

the mean difference scores and mean raw scores between time point 1 and time point 3.

Very little change occurred for any ofthe participants in the ways that they felt about

literacy from the beginning to the end of the experiment. In the end. seeing the three

negative or three positive clips did little to change 4- and 5-year-olds’ general feelings

about reading and writing.

With regard to the statistically significant differences that 1 did not find between

any of the other time points. one conclusion is that there might not be an effect to find

and another conclusion is that 1 did not find the effects that might be there. In support of

the first conclusion is the research on young children’s attitudes about literacy. Their

attitudes about literacy are generally quite positive. 1 found this with this first

experiment’s data. and more positive attitudes for younger children has been found in

other work as well (e.g.. Saracho. 1986‘). Reading attitudes. on average. decrease as

children get older and advance through school (e.g.. McKenna et al.. 1995). but at least in

earlier childhood. attitudes remain fairly positive. Perhaps influences such as television

have little effect on such positive attitudes. at least when children are so young. Perhaps

literacy content included in children’s programs matters more l’or children’s skills

development (as seen in the positive impact of Sesame Street. Burner. and Between the

Lions discussed earlier) than for their literacy attitudes at this age.



An alternative conclusion is that 1 did not uncover the effects that did exist, and

there are a few possible explanations for this. First, the messages about literacy that 1

selected for participants to view may not have been strong enough or long enough to

affect children’s attitudes. In this study, watching the three positive clips took about 4

minutes and 30 seconds; watching the three negative clips took 2 minutes. It could be that

looking long-term, with hours upon hours of observing literacy messages, might show

stronger effects in ways I anticipated. Future research should address this question by

examining the relationship between messages that young children view over a longer

,period of time and children’s attitudes about literacy. For ethical reasons, this seems best

done by more naturalistic methods, rather than exposing children to concentrated doses of

negative messages in an experimental context.

Another explanation relates to the participants’ weekend television viewing

habits. Chi-square tests revealed that while participants’ typical weekday viewing did not

significantly relate to their baseline attitudes scores. their typical weekend viewing did.

Viewing on the weekend may be playing a part in how young children feel about literacy

in general and should be explored further in future research. For instance, researchers

may want to investigate the types of programs. and messages about literacy in these

programs. that children are watching on the weekend and whether the programs and "or

messages within the particular programs may be influencing how they feel about literacy.

A third explanation is that participants did not understand the messages presented

in the clips they viewed for this experiment but might be affected by other messages they

do understand. 1 did not administer a comprehension measure to see whether they

understood the literacy messages presented in the clips that they viewed. Experiment 2
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addressed this concern by including the Specific Literacy Attitudes Measure (or SLAM),

an instrument which was designed in part to reveal whether participants understood that a

clip showed reading or writing negatively or positively. Items also assessed how the

participants themselves felt about what they saw in the clips and their feelings about

specific aspects of literacy.

Experiment 2

Similar to Experiment I, the purpose of this experiment was to investigate

whether literacy messages from children’s programs impacted 4- and 5-year-olds’

attitudes aboutliteracy. In the second experiment, I investigated whether the messages

impacted participants’ attitudes about the specific dimensions ofliteracy included in the

clips they viewed. Also, I wanted to see whether participants understood the different

messages about literacy that the clips contained. This experiment involved a within-

subjects design in which participants viewed one positive clip and one negative clip, with

clips paired again by a common message. The dependent variable focused on specific

aspects about literacy addressed in the clips viewed by participants. rather than literacy in

a general sense (as measured in Experiment 1).

11 let/rod

Sample

Children who did not participate in Experiment 1 were eligible to participate in

Experiment 2- 1 recruited 4- and 5—year-olds from child care centers in the same regions

as Experiment 1. l recruited from new centers as well as centers used in the first

experiment because a new session had begun. A total of52 4- and 5—year-olds

participated in the second study (n 2 34 boys. n T 18 girls). 1 based the sample size on
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power calculations, in which power was set at .80 and the effect size was around a

medium effect size (.15) (calculated, as in Experiment 1, using BWPower and following

its guidelines for interpreting effect size). As occurred in Experiment 1’s sample, most of

the participants were reported (by a parent or legal guardian) to be White (n = 37); the

remaining children were reported to be Asian/Pacific Islander (Asian-American) (n : 4),

Chicano/Mexican American (n= 1), or Other (n : 5; written in response of“Arabic” for l

participant, 1 as “Greek,” and 3 with 2 or more ethnicities written in). One

parent/guardian did not complete any part of the survey (PSCTV), and one

parent/guardian did not complete the etlmicity item.

Television viewing habits. I again used the Parent Survey ofChildren’s Television

Viewing (PSCTV) to gain information about participants’ television and video/DVD

viewing habits. Table 5 includes the descriptive data about participants’ viewing habits,

including how many hours, on average, participants watched television during the week

and on the weekends. As the Table shows, all ofthe participants (for whom a survey was

completed) viewed television at some point during the week or weekend; about 713% of

participants watched television 1 to 2 hours on a typical weekday and about 50946 viewed

as much on a typical weekend day. Figure 3 illustrates participants’ familiarity with 12

popular children’s television programs. Figure 4 displays participants’ familiarity with

the popular children’s programs from which I drew the clips used in this experiment.

Figure 5 illustrates the percentage of participants who view these programs on a regular

basis.

Materials: Television Clip



In this experiment 1 used the same clips from Experiment 1. I kept the same

pairings, so that the Arthur clip about writing was paired with the Burner and Friends

clip about writing. and so on (as listed in Table 2). Since these came from among the top

children’s programs, I felt that they still would be appropriate for participants to see for

Experiment 2.

ll’leasures

In addition to the PSCTV, 1 constructed the SLAM to address the two foci ofthis

experiment: (a) whether the clips affected participants’ attitudes about specific aspects of

literacy and (b) whether they understood the positive or negative message in each clip.

One goal for creating this instrument was to construct a measure that participants did not

need the ability to read conventionally to complete. Instead, I read the items aloud and

asked participants to respond orally. In addition to this consideration, I wrote four types

of questions for each SLAM set:

0 Comprehension questions that assessed children’s understanding ofthe

message within a clip viewed. including follow-up questions that asked

children why characters felt the way that they did in the clips (e.g.. “How

did Maggie feel about reading a book to learn to play a new game?" and

"Why did she feel [that way]?”)

0 Questions that assessed children’s attitudes about literacy referencing the

clips they saw (e.g.. “How did that part make you feel about [reading

books " w riting]?”)

0 Questions that assessed children’s attitudes not referencing the clips they

saw. but regarding aspects ofliteracy that were included in the clips (e.g..
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“Is writing fun or not fun", Would you use a book to learn to make

something new?”, and “what are some things you can do with books?”)

0 Follow-up questions that assessed why children (not characters in the

clips) felt the way that they did with respect to specific aspects ofliteracy

and to the clip message (e.g., “Why did you feel [happy, mad, sad]?,

“Why should they try / not try [to write their names]?”, and “Why would /

wouldn’t you use a book to learn to make something new?”)

(Each item is labeled by question type in Appendix C.) Having four distinct categories of

questions allowed me to consider data analyses that would compare participants’

responses by question category within the clip pairs as well as across the pairs.

I wrote the SLAM items after 1 had selected the individual clips and paired them

around a specific message for Experiment 1. This enabled me to include particular details

from the selected clips. and it also allowed me to write nearly identical questions for clips

within pairs. For instance, the SLAM items for the lit/aggie and the Ferocious Beast clip

are almost the same as the SLAM items for its partner clip from Sesame Street (see

Appendix C for each set of SLAM items). The only difference between the SLAM items

within a pair related to using character names (e.g., Maggie as opposed to Elmo and 7.06

for the .llaggie Sesame Street SLAM set). Writing nearly identical items within clip

pairs was important for data analysis so that 1 could compare participants’ responses after

viewing a positive clip and after viewing a negative clip.

l’aliditv ofthe SI..‘1.1I. 1 pilot tested the SLAM items with the same 6 children

from pilot work done for Experiment 1. Doing so allowed me to test the wording ofeach

item as well as gauge 4- and 5-year—olds’ typical responses to make certain that they
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could answer these questions, many of which were open-ended. With respect to content

validity, I created and intended each set ofSLAM items to directly reflect the messages

about literacy presented in each clip. Finally, as another way to establish validity, each

SLAM set was evaluated by a literacy expert as well as experts in educational

technology, child development and learning, and quantitative measurement to ensure that

the items would address the questions guiding this experiment.

I hypothesized that the messages about literacy used in this experiment would

affect participants’ attitudes about specific aspects ofliteracy, as measured by the SLAM.

1 also believed that participants would understand the different messages entailed in each

clip, that is, they would understand that the positive clips contained positive messages

about reading. writing or books and that the negative clips contained negative messages

about reading, writing or books. Similar to Experiment 1, I believed that the positive clips

would positively impact participants’ attitudes about literacy and that negative clips

would negatively impact participants’ literacy attitudes. Significant differences in

participants’ responses would mean that television can influence children’s attitudes

about literacy in the short-term and in specific ways-——-the ways portrayed in the messages

viewed. These short—term effects could accumulate or set into motion different ways of

taking in future literacy messages. This would suggest that there are eventual long-term

impacts on literacy attitudes. or at least children’s attitudes about particular features or

functions of reading. books. and/or writing shown in the clips children see on television.

Procedure

This experiment involved one visit with each participant. I began each session by

administering the GLAM. as this provided a baseline measure oftheir attitudes about



literacy (i.e., measuring literacy more broadly). Prior to the visit, I randomly assigned

participants to view one of the three clip pairs. 1 also randomly assigned participants to

view a positive clip or negative clip from the pair first. This was done so that all ofthe

participants would not view clips in the same order, since the first message could affect

participants’ interpretation ofthe second clip’s message. There was also the possibility

that the SLAM items completed after the first clip could prime what the participants

noticed in the second clip and how they answered the second round of SLAM items.

After answering the GLAM items, 1 introduced the first clip with a very brief

description of what the child was about to see, and then I showed participants one clip.

My introductions for each clip are included in Appendix C. I wrote the introductions to

give some context to the clips; they were not designed to suggest or highlight what type

of message participants were about to see or even that it was about reading. writing or

books. After viewing the first clip, I asked the corresponding SLAM items. Then. I

briefly introduced the second clip, showed it and asked the corresponding SLAM items. I

(audio)recorded participants’ responses to the SLAM. and their responses were later

transcribed and coded. After data collection was complete. 1 showed a positive clip to

participants who viewed a negative clip second to counter any potential effects the

negative message might have had on their attitudes about literacy.

Data A iu’tlvsis Procedure

Since each pair ofclips revolved around different messages about literacy. 1 first

coded transcripts item pair by item pair. Items were nearly the same within a pair ofclips:

therefore. 1 used the same coding categories for these items within a pair. 1 created coding

categories in two ways: (a) based on common responses I anticipated and (b) by
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examining the data and adding additional codes as suggested by the data. Finally, I

included certain codes for all items: DK = don’t know. NAQ = not answer the question

asked, IR = irrelevant comment, CI = can’t interpret, QN = question not asked, and OTH

= other (this “other” category was designated for any responses that seemed relevant in

response to the question but did not come up in any other transcripts).

As mentioned earlier, I included four types ofquestions in the SLAM. Below is

an example of the comprehension question codes for the Fairly Odd Parents / Barnev

and Friends pairing. Item 6 asked “Why did he / they feel [the way the child said he /

they felt about books]‘?”’ as a follow up to Item 5 (“How did Timmy / Barney and the kids

feel about books?”). Some of the coding categories included:

0 EN: Iike(s)/enjoy(s) books: books are fun

0 N_EN: doesn’t like/enjoy books: books aren’t fun

0 USF: books are useful / helpful

0 N_USF: books aren’t useful t' helpful

0 UG: appropriate usage of books

N_UG: inappropriate usage of books

The rest ofthe codes are included in the complete codebook (see Appendix D).

An example ofthe codes for the question category that assessed children’s

attitudes about literacy in reference to the clips they saw is for the A’Iaggie andthe

Ferocious Beast / Sesame Street pairing. Item I asked. “How did that part that we just

watched make you feel about reading‘.”’. I used the following codes:

0 P_AF 7 positive feeling about reading. referring to self(the participants).

8

including ‘good. fine. happy”
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0 N_AF = negative feeling about reading, referring to self, including “mad,

tired. bored, sad”

0 OK_AF = okay feeling about reading, referring to self

0 M_AF = mixed feelings about reading. referring to self, including

changing a response (e.g., from “happy” to “mac ” or “sad” to “happy”)

The third type of question for the SLAM assessed children’s attitudes about that

aspect ofliteracy featured in the clips but not in reference to the specific clips. and an

example of coding for this type of question is from the Arthur/ Barney and Friends

pairing. Item 3 asked. “Should kids try to write their name?” and codes included:

0 Y = Yes. should try

0 'N = No, shouldn’t try

0 S = should try sometimes

The final question category included the follow-up questions that assessed why

children felt the way they did about an aspect ofliteracy. One example ofthe codes for

this type of question is the follow tip to ltcrn 3 just mentioned (“Should kids try to write

their name?”). Item 4 asked. “Why should .r’ shouldn’t kids try to write their?” and codes

included:

0 AB: able tofcan write

0 El": easy to do. having to do with effort. practice (to learn how to).

needing to try

0 NWEF: hard to do. gives up. not trying (or not needing to try)

0 EN: likesfenjoys writing: writing is fun

0 N_EN: doesn’t like doesn’t enjoy writing; writing isn’t fun. boring



o USF: writing one’s name is useful

0 N_USF: writing one’s name is not useful

The rest of the codes are included in the complete codebook. For all of the examples just

outlined, the codes listed were in addition to the set of codes I created for every item (i.e.,

DK, CI, OTH etc.). I coded all ofthe data by item number and code (e.g., 1_P_AF). The

complete code book is included in Appendix D.

When I entered these codes (item by item, clip by clip) into a database, I assigned

numbers to each coding category (1 = P_AF, 2 = NmAF, etc.). I also entered participants’

GLAM (baseline) score and their background and viewing habits data. I then looked at

the frequency of responses item by item within clips and across clips. These frequencies

allowed me to look at individual questions and get a sense ofthe data 1 obtained, such as

whether children seemed to understand individual clips. The frequencies also gave me a

first look at the types of responses that participants gave after viewing negative clips

versus positive clips. These patterns indicated possible differences between the types of

responses that participants gave after watching these two types of clips, differences that I

could explore further with additional analyses to see whether they were statistically

significant. After other analyses were run (e.g., Wilcoxon signed—rank test). 1 reexamined

the frequency of responses according to these original codes to get clearer picture of how

participants responded to the positive and negative clips. especially when I found

significant differences in their responses.

In order to run analyses to look for significant differences in participants’

responses after viewing positive and negative clips. I reconsidered the data for codes that

could capture the participants’ responses but were not as specific to the clip as the first
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round of codes. In looking across the items, I found that all responses generally fell under

the category of positive, negative, okay, neutral/mixed, or all other responses (e.g., don’t

know, can’t interpret, other, etc.). Therefore, I collapsed codes into the following:

o 2 positive response

0

— okay / sometimes response

0 0 = mixed / neutral response

0 -I = negative response

For the comprehension items, the second round of coding (i.e., 2, 1, 0. -l ) referred to the

characters’ (not the participant’s) feelings about reading, writing or books. For instance,

in response to the item “How did D. W. feel about writing?”, a participant who

understood the message—that it was negative with respect to writing—responded in a

way that reflected D. W.’s frustration with writing (e.g., “She was mad”. “She was sad”,

or “She was angry”). A participant who understood that the message was positive in the

partner Barney and Friends clip gave a response that reflected the characters’ positive

feelings about writing (“They were happy”. “They felt good”. etc.).

I created a new database and entered each participant’s responses according to the

collapsed codes. In addition. I collapsed the GLAM baseline scores to rellect three

groups pertaining to a participants’ level of literacy attitudes: low. medium. and high. 1

divided participants into these categories by looking at the range ofthe G LAM scores:

the minimum for this sample was 36 and the maximum was 65. which meant a range of

29 points. 1 then divided this range by 3: I designated the scores between 35 and 44 as

low (n : 10). 45 to 54 as medium (n = 21). and 55 to 65 as high (n : 21). This allowed

me to analyze the data to see whether participants’ baseline scores significantly related to



the types of responses they gave. The idea here was that participants with higher attitudes

about literacy may have given more positive responses overall and regardless of the clips

they viewed, whereas participants with lower attitudes about literacy may have given

more negative responses overall and regardless of the clip type viewed. Knowing whether

this occurred would help me to interpret any significant results that I found.

The second round of coding and data entry allowed me to compare participants’

answers to SLAM items after viewing one positive clip to their responses after viewing

one negative clip beyond looking at frequency data. I examined the data item by item

within clip pairs, item by item across clip pairs, by question category within clip pairs

and by question category across clip pairs. Since not all of the participants viewed the

same clips, I felt it was important to look at responses to individual items and items

within question categories separated by the clip pair viewed. At the same time, since the

items fell into four question categories, it was also important to consider participants’

responses across pairings. item by item and by question category. In order to combine

responses by question category. 1 averaged individuals’ responses. For any case in which

a participant did not answer one or more of the items for a category, the denominator of

the average reflected the number ofresponses that they did provide. There a few cases for

which a participant did not have coded data for any ofthe relevant items in a category.

and these participants could not be included in the analyses ofcombined data. With item

by item and combined data. I used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to look for significant

differences in participants’ responses to the SLAM. The test is appropriate for within-

subjects designs and nonparametric data and is comparable to a paired t-test in that way

(Fields, 2005). Using this test made the most sense for this datasct. considering that it
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involved ordinal data (when collapsed) and an individual participant provided two sets of

responses (within-subjects).

An important first step was to examine the data to see whether participants’

answers to SLAM items correlated with variables other than the clip messages that they

viewed. These variables included: (a) the order in which participants viewed the positive

and negative clips, (b) participants’ baseline literacy attitudes score (i.e., GLAM score),

and (c) whether participants were regular viewers of the program from which a clip was

drawn. Using Pearson’s Chi-Square Test, 1 could examine these relationships. Many of

the expected values were less than 5 per given cell and did not meet the normality

assumption (i.e., many ofthe cells did not have a normal distribution because the sample

was not large enough). Therefore, I ran the exact test for the chi-squares. For the clip

order, I looked to see whether there were any significant relationships between viewing a

positive clip or a negative clip first and participants’ responses to SLAM items. For

baseline attitudes. 1 used the three categories ofinitial attitudes (low, medium, and high)

to see whether there wer> any significant associations between the baseline attitudes

categories and participants’ responses. Finally. I ran chi-square tests to see whether

regular viewing of a program significantly related to the types ofresponses given after

viewing a clip drawn from that program.

Intercoder reliabilitv. I trained a second coder in the coding system used on the

transcribed data. First. we went through two transcripts from one child and one clip pair

together. Then. the second coder practiced coding four transcripts that came from

participants who watched the two other clip pairings. and we met to compare her codes

with my codes for these practice transcripts. \N’e had solid agreement with the practice
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samples, and the second coder did not have any f’urther questions about the coding

system. From the remaining transcripts not used in the practice coding (N = 96, or two

per participant), I randomly selected 32 individual samples (one-third of the remaining

transcripts). The second coder analyzed these using the original coding system; when

entered, I transformed them into the second coding system (-1, 0, 1, 2) as I did with my

own coded data. I calculated intercorder reliability on the transfomied codes by using

percent agreement between my coding of the 32 samples and the transformed codes of

second coder’s coding. We reached intercoder agreement of 94.9% (15 disagreements out

of 296 cells).

Results

Overall, the results showed that many of the participants understood the positive

or negative message in the clips that they viewed. However, this understanding did not

translate into participants’ changing their attitudes about aspects of literacy in reference

to clips viewed. not in reference to the clips, or in the follow-up questions. In this section.

I first discuss all ofthe results related to the comprehension items that assessed

participants’ understanding of the messages within clips. I highlight the frequency results

for the collapsed data. then 1 go on to discuss the results from the Wilcoxon signed-rank

tests for the comprehension items. both significant and non-significant results. Here. I

explain results when I ran the test on responses item by item within clip pairs. For the

items that yielded significant results, 1 include the frequency of responses for the original

codes. These frequencies entail the specific responses that participants gave and help to

illustrate the differences in their responses after viewing a positive versus a negative clip.

After this explanation. I describe the results obtained when 1 ran the Wilcoxon test on the
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comprehension items combined by question category and separated by clip pair. Finally. I

report the results for the test of all of the comprehension items analyzed across clip pairs.

Frequency data as well as results from the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests support the

conclusion that, more often than not, the children understood the messages in the clips

that they watched.

Following the results for the comprehension items, I discuss results related to the

other three question categories, none of which resulted in significant statistics for

individual items or for items combined into question categories. I include frequency data.

too, to highlight the types of responses that participants gave to illustrate why. significant

differences likely were not found.

Finally, I report the results from the Chi—square tests. I considered whether other

variables might be coming into play with regard to the influence ofthe clips on

participants’ attitudes. I wondered whether baseline attitudes. regularity of viewing

certain programs or the order in which participants viewed clips might play a role in how

participants responded to SLAM items. Overall. the results showed that these variables

did not significant relate to participants’ responses. These results helped to rule out these

alternate explanations for the results I found.

Children 's‘ Umlerstamling o/Positive and :‘Vegative Literacy .‘llessages

In order to explore one of foci for this cxperimerit—whether participants

understood the positive and negative messages in the clips they view'cd---—I examined the

data in a number of ways. First. I looked at the frequency of’collapsed responses item by

item to see whether participants seemed to understand the messages. For all of the

positive clips. participants more often responded that the characters felt positively than



negatively about reading, books, or writing (for the items that asked “How did [character

name(s)] feel about [books, reading, or writing]?”). The following provides the frequency

of positive versus negative responses for each positive clip:

0 For the Barnev writing clip, 22 participants reported that Barney and the

kids felt positively toward writing, whereas 1 reported that she felt

negatively about writing (2 did not answer the question)

0 For the Barnev books clip, 15 participants reported that Barney and the

kids felt positively about books and no participant reported that they felt

negatively about books (1 did not know and I answer could not be

interpreted)

o For the Sesame Street clip, 9 participants reported that Elmo and Zoe felt

positively toward reading whereas 1 reported that s/he had mixed feelings

about reading.

For the negative clips. nearly all ofthe participants who viewed the Arthur clip

reported that the D.W. felt negatively towards writing (19') than positively (2: 2 did not

know and 2 did not answer the question) (see Figure 6). This distinction is less clear with

the .v'l/aggie clip for which 4 reported that Maggie felt negatively about books whereas 3

said that she felt positively about reading (3 did not know) (see Figure 6). It seems that

none ofthe participants understood that Timmy did not like books (and therefore went

about destroying them) in Fairlv Odd Parents. since16 participants said that Timmy felt

positively toward books (I did not answer the question) (see Figure 6).

Taking this a step further. 1 next analyzed the collapsed data with the Wilcoxon

signed-rank test. Results from this test indicated whether participants’ responses
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significantly differed after watching a positive clip versus after viewing a negative clip.

When I ran this test for individual items within clip pairs, 1 found significant differences

in participants’ responses for three items analyzed. All of these results related to

participants’ comprehension of clip messages:

0 For Pair 1 (Arthur / Barney and Friends). Item 9 (“How did D. W. /

Barney and the kids feel about trying to write her/ their name(s)?”) had a

test statistic of: = -4.123, p < .001. This meant that enough participants’

positive responses after viewing the Burner clip differed with their

negative responses after viewing the Arthur clip to produce a significant

test statistic.

0 For Pair 1 (Arthur/ Barney and Friends), Item 10 (“Why did she/ they

feel [that way. e.g., happy, mad, sad]?”) yielded a test statistic o z = -

3.- 57. p = .001. As with Item 9 for this clip pair, participants’ responses

significantly differed from their positive responses af’ter the Barney clip to

their negative responses after the Arthur clip.

0 For Pair 3 ( Maggie and the Ferocious Beast Sesame Street). Item 10

(\N’hy did she / they feel [that way]?”) had a test statistic of- 2 —2.236. p =

.025. Here. too. participants’ responses significantly differed from positive

to negative after viewing the positive Sesame Street clip versus negative

:l/aggie clip.

The result for one item neared significance. which was for Pair 3. ltern 9 (: = -1 .890. p

.059). In response to the question ofhow Maggie felt about reading as opposed to how

Zoe and Elmo felt about reading. participants’ positive responses after the Sesame Street



clip differed from their negative responses after the Maggie clip almost to the point of

significance.

After finding these significant results, I looked back to the original codes of

participants’ responses to each SLAM item. In general, the participants’ responses

aligned with how I interpreted the messages with each clip—as positive or negative.

Tables 6, 7, and 8 illustrate the frequency of responses given by participants for each

comprehension items that involved a significant difference. As each Table shows, more

participants gave positive responses after watching the positive clips than after watching

.the negative clips. Also, more participants gave negative responses after watching the

negative clips than after watching the positive clips. Table 6 contains the responses for

Pair 1 (Arthur / Barnev and Friends) for Item 9, and it shows that participants gave 22

positive and 1 negative responses after viewing the positive Burner clip, but they gave

only 2 positive and 19 negative responses after watching the negative Arthur clip. Table 7

illustrates the responses given after viewing that same pair for Item 10. Participants

responded with 16 positive and 1 negative comments after watching the Burner clip as

opposed to only 1 positive and 17 negative comments after watching the Arthur clip.

Finally. Table 8 shows the responses Item 10 for Pair 3 (.llaggie ,’ Sesame Street). After

watching the .llaggie clip. participants provided 1 positive and 6 negative responses.

whereas after watching the Sesame Street clip. they provided 8 positive and no negative

responses. These highlight where the significant changes in responses occurred.

As already mentioned, three comprehension items for two of the clip pairs were

statistically significant. However. there were a few' comprehension items that did not

yield statistically significant results when 1 analyzed them item by item and within a clip



pair. For Pair 2 (Fair/y Odd Parents / Bc'trney), none of the comprehension items (Items

5, 6, 7 or 8) yielded significant differences in participants’ responses. Their responses

about how Timmy felt about books in the Fairly Oa’a’ Parents clip showed that many of

the participants who viewed the pairing did not understand the negative message—that is,

books are for destroying. In looking at the original codes, 16 participants gave positive

responses to Item 5 (“How did Timmy feel about books?”; 1 participant did not answer

the question). Many of the follow-up responses were also positive: 6 participants said that

he liked, or enjoyed, books and 3 gave other positive comments (e.g., “He was having

fun”). Only 1 participant commented that he was “breaking” the books. Because nearly

all ofthe participants who viewed this clip had such positive comments for Item 5, their

responses did not significantly differ with the comments to Item 5 after viewing the

Barney clip (15 participants gave positive comments: 1 did not know and 1’s comments

were not interpretable). After viewing the Barney clip, 10 participants gave positive

comments about why the characters felt the way that they did, so these responses did not

significantly differ with the 9 positive comments given for the same Fairlv Odd Parents

item (Item 6). So while they did understand the positive message in the Burner clip,

participants did not seem to understand the negative message in the Fairlv Odd Parents

clip.

As mentioned earlier. for the third pair (Maggie Sesame Street). participants’

responses neared significance for Item 9 (How did [Maggie Flmo and Zoe] feel about

reading a book to learn to [play a new game / make a kitc]?”). The follow-up item (i.e..

the prompts) that asked why the characters felt the way they did did significantly differ.

For the ill/aggie clip. it appears that not enough ofthe participants who viewed this clip



attributed negative feelings to Maggie not Ieaming to play the game after reading the

directions (assessed by Item 9). but many of them did understand that she did not actually

Ieam to play the new game (assessed by Item 10). Overall, then, the significant and non-

significant Wilcoxon signed-rank tests’ results revealed that the young children

understood the messages in the Arthur/ Barney pair, the positive Sesame Street and

positive Barney clip as I understood the messages. Their comprehension of the message

in the Maggie clip did not completely align with my interpretation of the clip; they did

seem to understand part ofthe message (i.e., that Maggie did not Ieam to play the game),

though. Finally, their understanding ofthe Fairlv Odd Parents clip did not align with my

understanding ofthese clips’ messages.

I conducted one final set of analyses which entailed examining the responses that

I combined into question categories, and I did so with responses separated by clip pair as

well as across pairs. With respect to results separated by clip pair, 1 found significant

statistics for the Wilcoxon test for the Sesame Street / Maggie and Arthur / Barney pairs.

In fact, only the comprehension questions category had a significant Wilcoxon signed-

rank test statistic (: = —2.46. p = .014 and: = -4.491. p < .001, respectively) for these clip

pairs. For the Fairlv Odd Parents Barnev pair. the comprehension category did not

result in a significant difference in responses. Other than the comprehension category. I

did not find any significant differences within any ofthe clip pairs for the three other

question categories. These results reinforce the results found for the item by item

analyses conducted on data separated by clip pair. Participants understood the messages

for the Arthur / Barnev pair and the two positive clips from Pairs l and 2 in the same way

that I understood the messages. since the comprehension category for these pairs yielded
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statistically significant results. However, they did not seem to pick up on the negative

message in Fairly Odd Parents, and therefore, their responses after viewing this clip (lid

not significantly differ from their responses after viewing the positive message in the

Barney Clip.

Finally. I investigated the difference in responses across clip pairs to see whether

the messages had an effect regardless ofthe particular program from which clips came. I

ran the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests on participants’ responses combined according to

question category. Again. only the comprehension category yielded a statistically

significant result, 2 2‘ -.’. 15, p < .001.

”The Impact ofh-lessages on Children 's Attitudes about Literacy

Results that I have discussed so far relate to participants’ comprehension of what

they saw when I showed them positive and negative messages about literacy included in

children’s television programs. These results do not show. however, whether the

messages impacted their own attitudes about literacy. The SLAM included questions that

specifically assessed their attitudes in reference to the clips they viewed and not in

reference to the clips they viewed as well as items that follow-up these questions. As

already mentioned. the results that followed revealed that participants’ attitudes did not

significantly differ after watching a positive clip than after watching a negative clip for

any of these three question categories.

For many ofthe questions that asked about children’s attitudes referencing and

not referencing the clips. frequency data showed that the participants more often than not

gave positive responses after viewing both the positive and the negative clips. An

example of positive responses to questions that assess children’s attitudes in reference to
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a clip is for Item I ofthe SLAM for the Maggie / Sesame Street pair. This item asked,

“How did that part that we just watched make you feel about reading?”. Figure 6 displays

the responses that participants gave. It shows that even though they had just watched a

clip that contained a negative message about reading, participants more often answered

positively (7) about how they felt about reading than negatively (2) or mixed (1). With

respect to items that assessed children’s attitudes not referencing a clip, one example is

Item 5 ofthe SLAM for the Arthur / Barney pair. Item 5 asked, “Is it hard or easy to

write?”. Most participants (19) responded that it is easy to write whereas only 4 said that

it is hard to write after watching the Arthur clip (see Figure 7). Also, even after watching

D. W. struggle with writing her name, more participants still responded that writing is fun

(18) versus not fun (7) to Item 7 ofthe SLAM (“Is writing fun or not fun?”) (see Figure

7). By looking at the frequency of responses given to the items that assessed children’s

attitudes, both in reference to the clips and not in reference to the clip, these results

revealed that the messages seemed to do little to sway many participants’ positive

feelings about certain aspects of literacy.

When I analyzed the collapsed data using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. I found

that no significant differences in responses were found for the individual items analyzed

within clip pairs. When I analyzed the data by question category and separated by clip

pair, I found that none ofthe items for the three remaining categories yielded significant

results. Finally. when l analyzed the data by question category across the clip pairs. 1

found no significant differences in participants’ responses after they viewed a positive

and a negative clip. Even with more participants. and thus more power. the other

categories did not produce significant test statistics. These results contrast with the results
O...
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found for the comprehension items analyzed individually and together, within clip pairs

as well as across pairs. Overall, the results demonstrate that participants comprehended

the negative and positive messages in at least four of the clips—that characters felt a

certain way about reading and writing—but that these messages did not impact

participants’ own feelings about reading, writing or books.

Other Variables to Consider: Clip Order, Initial Literaev Attitudes, and Regularity of

Viewing Programs

The results paint a clear picture: based on the clips that I showed participants, the

messages about literacy in children’s television programs did not influence their attitudes

about literacy. Yet, participants did understand the messages that they were shown, for

the most part. Before concluding this f’or certain. I checked to see whether some other

variables might have come into play. These variables included the order in which

participants viewed the positive and negative clips. participants’ initial attitudes about

literacy, and whether they were regular or not regular viewers of certain programs.

For the question of whether seeing a positive clip first or a negative clip first

influenced participants’ responses to the SLAM items. I did not find any significant chi-

square statistics. This meant that the order in which participants viewed the clips——

positive first or negative first————did not significant correlate with the type of responses

they gave (positive. negative. neutral. etc.). Therefore. the order likely did not play a

factor in any significant differences in responses that I did find.

With respect to participants’ baseline GLAM scores and their responses. I did not

find any significant chi—square statistics to individual items. 1 did run chi-squares on

similar items across clips. I did so to see whether there were significant associations
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between baseline attitudes and participants’ responses to the two types of literacy

messages, regardless of the specific clip they viewed. The items I ran in this way

included: Item I for all ofthe pairings, Item 2 for all ofthe pairs, Item 9 (pairs 1 and 3)

analyzed with Item 5 (pair 2), and Item 10 (pair 1 and 3) analyzed with Item 6 (pair 2).

The only difference between Item 1 in the three pairs was the specific aspect of literacy

addressed (reading, writing, or books), but all of them asked how a participant felt about

a certain dimension ofliteracy. For Item 9 (pair 1 and 3) and Item 5 (pair 2), the only

difference in wording was the character’s name used and the specific aspect ofliteracy

addressed (e.g., “How did [character(s) name] feel about [reading / writing / books]).

Only one item, Item 1 for each pair. yielded a significant test statistic. In this case,

the types of responses given to Item Isignificantly related to participants" baseline

attitudes (x2 (6) = 13.29. p = .029). Participants with a high level ofliteracy attitudes gave

the most number of positive responses (38) and the fewest number of negative responses

(1). Participants with a medium level provided 32 positive responses and 4 negative

responses. Participants with low literacy attitudes gave the fewest positive responses (15)

and 3 negative responses. There were a few in each category who gave mixed / neutral

responses (2 for the low level and 2 for the high level) or okay responses (4 for the

medium level). Although this one test statistic was significant, the vast majority ofthe

results showed that participants’ initial general attitudes toward literacy did not

significantly relate to the responses they gave to all ofthe other items. whether analyzed

separately or together. Children who had lower attitudes about literacy. generally

speaking. did not provide mostly negative responses. Therefore. I did not have to take

into account baseline attitudes when interpreting any significant changes in their
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responses that I found, except for Item 1. For this item, I had to consider the influence

that participants’ baseline attitudes may have had on the responses they gave if I had

found a significant Wilcoxon signed-rank test statistic.

The final set of chi-square tests that I ran looked for significant associations

between participants’ responses and whether they were regular or not regular viewers of

particular programs—the programs from which clips that they viewed were drawn. I

found only one significant relationship, which was for Item 1 (“How did that part make

you feel about writing?”) for the Arthur clip (x2 (3) = 14.70, p = .036). In this case,

participants who did not regularly view the program gave 16 positive. 2 neutral and 2

okay responses whereas the 3 participants who regularly viewed the program gave 2

negative and 1 positive responses. It appears that the two regular viewers’ attitudes in

reference to the clip were more influenced by the negative message in the Arthur clip

than the non-regular viewers. Because ofthis significant association, I would have

needed to take into account the regularity of viewing if any significant differences were

found for this item by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Discussion

Although no study has addressed the question of whether. and how. messages

about literacy in children’s programs affect young children’s literacy attitudes. a number

ofdifferent bodies of research suggest the potential for this impact. First. certain

television programs have been shown to positively affect young children’s early literacy

skills. Second, television has been shown to impact children’s and young adults’ attitudes

about race. gender. and violence. "'l’hird. studies suggest not only that literacy attitudes are

important when considering how children develop as literate individuals. but that literacy
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attitudes develop over time and begin to do so when children are quite young. Finally. a

small body of work has found that children’s television programs contain a variety of

messages about literacy and that not all messages about literacy are positive. When

looking at the major findings across these separate bodies of research, it suggests that

messages about literacy in popular children’s television programs might have an impact

on young children’s attitudes about literacy.

Results from the first experiment showed little evidence that different messages

about literacy have an impact on 4- and 5-year-olds’ attitudes about literacy generally

conceived. Likewise. results from Experiment 2 provided little support for the idea that

these messages changed 4- and 5-year-olds’ own attitudes about specific aspects of

literacy, aspects directly addressed in the clips that they viewed. What the results from

Experiment 2 did indicate was that participants did understand differences in characters’

feelings about literacy. at least in some ofthe clips they viewed. Their responses to

comprehension questions varied depending on the message (positive or negative) in those

clips. For instance, participants’ responses demonstrated that they understood that D. W.

was frustrated with writing her name but that Barney and the kids were enjoying (i.e..

were not frustrated with) trying to write their names. I believe that these significant

differences in attitudes can be attributed to the differing messages in the clips. Support

for this conclusion comes not only from the significant Wilcoxon tests but also from the

chi-square tests that 1 ran. Responses to the comprehension items did not significantly

relate to the order in which participants viewed the positive and negative clips. their

baseline literacy attitudes score or whether they were regular or not regular viewers of
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certain television programs (those programs from which the clips that they viewers were

drawn).

Results from Experiment 2 also indicated that the messages about literacy in the

selected clips did not seem to influence participants’ own feelings, or attitudes, about

literacy—for instance, how they felt about specific aspects ofliteracy (e.g., reading,

writing, or books; whether writing is fun or not; whether reading can help people learn

something new, etc.). The items that tapped into the participants’ own feelings were

intended to get to the heart of the research question. Thus, based on these findings, 1 have

to conclude that literacy messages in popular children’s programs as presented in this

study did not affect 4- and 5-year—olds’ attitudes about literacy. The messages seemed

only to affect, to some extent, children’s perceptions, or understanding, of characters”

feeling about certain dimensions ofliteracy.

Many ofthe results do not correspond with my predictions for this study.

Although I had anticipated that participants would understand the different messages in

the positive and negative clips, I hypothesized that these messages would affect

participants’ attitudes about literacy. However. significant differences in participants’

responses were seen for only the comprehension items and not for the items that assessed

to participants’ own feelings about literacy.

My hypotheses were based on extant research already highlighted. In addition. the

theoretical frames guiding this study suggest that television (and the messages about

literacy within programs) has the potential to influence young viewers’ attitudes about

literacy. For instance. Social Cognitive Theory would propose that television has the

potential for impacting young viewers by offering models by which children can learn
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through observation. The fact that messages about literacy in this experiment and

Experiment 1 did not seem to influence participants implies that: (a) participants did not

attend to the models sufficiently, (b) they did not process the models sufficiently, or (0)

they did not connect with the models (e.g., they may not have believed themselves to be

similar to the models in the clips or they may not have found enough incentive to take on

the attitudes themselves). The first two explanations—that they did not attend to or

process the models sufficiently—seem unlikely, since participants appeared to “get” the

messages presented in two ofthe three clip pairs. Results from the second experiment

showed that participants comprehended eharacters’ feelings about literacy, whether those

feelings were positive or negative. What results cannot show is whether the participants

felt that they connected with the characters and/or the message about literacy included in

the clips they saw. Although children may encounter many different messages about

literacy———on television and in other areas oftheir lives—Social Cognitive Theory posits

that not every model will influence children who observe such messages. In the next

section. I discuss possible explanations for why the messages included in this study did

not have the expected impact on participants’ literacy attitudes.

Limitations and Directions/or Future Research

In the two experiments reported here. I aimed to investigate whether messages

about literacy in popular children’s television programming affected 4- and 5-year-olds’

attitudes about literacy. I did so by showing participants briefclips that contained positive

and/or negative messages about reading. writing. or books. 1 measured their attitudes

about literacy prior to and following the viewing ofthese clips. This approach to studying

the question ofirnpact is certainly not the only way in which the question can be
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addressed. While it allowed me to isolate the particular variable of interest, it involved a

number of limitations which should be considered.

One of the main limitations of the two experiments relates to the clips themselves.

I recorded small segments from programs currently available on television. The clips

were quite brief, and such a short amount of exposure to the positive and negative

messages may not have been sufficient to change the young children’s attitudes, even

temporarily and specific to that clip. Past research often has considered how prolonged

exposure to messages. such as aggressive or stereotypical messages, affects viewers. I

chose to use such short clips for a few reasons. First, I believed that having short,

concentrated exposures to messages about literacy would best show whether these

messages had an impact. Within the context ofa full episode, a literacy message is only a

small part that may not be as apparent to the viewer. It may take viewing many episodes

with literacy message in them to reach the “dosage” achieved with the short clips used in

this study. Also, with regard to pragmatics, I did not believe that I could pull children out

of their child care settings to watch hours of television. Yet. the length ofthe clips

remains a limitation and one that researchers who continue this line of work should

consider. In future work. researchers might show entire episodes that contain particular

literacy messages and investigate whether this type of viewing impacts children’s

attitudes about literacy. A more authentic viewing oftelevised literacy messages would

also include having children view programs at home or during a regular routine in child

care. rather than isolated from these settings. as occurred in these experiments.

Another limitation is also related to the clips I used in the two experiments. The

clip I drew from Fairly Odd Parents, in particular. seems problematic. Results from
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Experiment 2 showed that participants “got” the negative and messages for the most part

in the two other pairs of clips, but their responses to the Fair/y Odd Parents items

highlighted that they did not seem to understand the negative message within this clip as I

understood it. I attribute this to the fact that Timmy is smiling and appears to be enjoying

himselfthroughout the clip as he damages books in different ways. Therefore, ifthe

participants were focusing on his affect, it appeared quite positive, and they may have

misinterpreted it to believe that he enjoyed or liked the books, even though he was not

using them in conventional or positive ways (i.e., he never reads the books, he never

turns the pages ofa book but rather destroyed them in the clip).

The next set oflimitations to these studies involve the factors that I did not

account for that may play a role in whether, and how. television message about literacy

affect young children’s literacy attitudes. One factor is young children’s emergent

literacy skills. Perhaps children who have strong emergent literacy skills are not as

influenced by different messages about literacy. For example, young children who

already know how to handle books, that writing does not have to be fully conventional in

order to mean something or understand the purposes for why we read books may not be

unfavorably affected by negative messages about literacy. since they already have a solid

understanding ofdifferent aspects of literacy. They also may not be favorably affected by

positive messages since they already have a grasp ofthese ideas (i.e., the messages do not

boost them even higher than they already are). I did not include a measure ofcmergent

literacy skills: thus. future researchers should consider children’s level ofcmergent

literacy as they attempt to sort out whether messages affect young children’s literacy

attitudes.
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Another factor not directly considered in the current work is the literacy

environment—both physical as well as affective—in children’s homes and child care

settings. Perhaps being surrounded by print and having positive feedback about literacy

buffer young children from the kinds of negative messages that they see in television

programs. Positive environments may also mute the effects of positive messages about

literacy in programs, since these are likely less powerful (and less sustained) compared to

the tangible and live models and messages observed in homes and child care settings. On

the flip side, children who lack literacy-rich environments—physical1y and affectively—

may not understand or be able to incorporate messages about literacy when they see them

on television, or these messages may not be strong enough to counter the negative or

absence of positive messages received at borne or in child care settings. 1 could not

account for these possibilities since I did not include measures of participants’ literacy

environments at home or in the child care settings I visited. Future work should address

this by looking at whether children’s environments play a role in any connection between

television and children’s literacy attitudes.

In addition, I did not have a direct assessment of participants’ likes or dislikes

related to the clips they viewed. beyond whether they had ever seen the program and

whether they typically watched the program. Especially during Experiment 2. participants

often spontaneously commented. “I like this show” or “I like Barney” or “I watch Fairly

Odd Parents.” However. I did not systematically measure their reactions to the clips

themselves, the characters in the clips. or the programs from which the clips came. If

participants really liked a program or character. this feeling may explain why children

often responded positively to the first item in each SLAM set (“How did that part that we
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just watched make you feel about [reading/writinglbooks]?”). Even if the message in the

clip was negative, the children may still have enjoyed watching it because it was from a

favorite program or involved a favorite character. Likewise, ifa child did not particularly

like a program or character within it, a clip may have had little affect positively or

negatively—they may not have attended to the clip or tried to process the message within

it. One could infer that regular viewing ofa program meant that a child did like the

program and the characters within it. For the majority of the cases, regularly watching a

program or not regularly watching a program did not significantly relate to the types of

answers that participants gave. However, future research should consider this issue more

in detail since I did not systematically ask participants about their likes or dislikes ofthe

program and characters represented in the clips.

Although I concluded that messages about literacy in children’s programming as

presented in this study did not seem to affect children’s attitudes about literacy. I cannot

conclude that the messages did not affect their literacy—related behaviors. For young

children, their attitudes about something may not necessarily connect with their

behaviors. Televised models that show different ways to interact with print may influence

children’s own engagement with print without necessarily affecting or changing their

attitudes about literacy. Research in the future should address this question by

investigating children’s interactions with literacy before and after viewing different

messages about literacy. For instance. similar to the Bobo doll study (Bandura. Ross &

Ross. 1963). researchers could provide materials shown in different clips to children and

see whether they imitate the behaviors modeled on screen. Researchers could also study

this more naturalistically by observing in children’s homes and child care settings and
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looking to see whether there are connections between the models and messages about

literacy that children see in the daily television viewing and their encounters with

literacy. Dyson’s ethnographic work in first grade classrooms (e.g., 2003) illustrates the

ways in which children integrate media content into their writing. Future researchers

should consider how even younger children incorporate literacy messages and content

into various aspects of their emergent literacy.

With regard to the measurements that l utilized in the experiments, the GLAM

was based on two other validated reading attitudes instruments. Yet, measurement error

could explain the significant and non-significant results found in Experiment I. For

Experiment 2. the SLAM was created for the purpose of that experiment. I did establish

content validity and pilot tested the measure to ensure that it measured what I intended to

measure. I did not run tests to establish reliability on the SLAM. though. Work that

follows this should consider the instruments used to measure literacy attitudes and

whether the GLAM and SLAM were appropriate measures. There might be current or

future assessments that are more accurate in assessing young children's attitudes about

literacy.

One final consideration relates to the analysis of the data in Experiment 2. The

Wilcoxon signed—rank test is not a particularly powerful test (Fields. 2005). and it may

not have detected significant changes in participants' responses as well as another test

could have— particularly ifthe data were parametric. However. the nature of the data and

how it was coded prompted the use ofthis test. Future researchers should explore

alternative ways to code data. such as to have continuous rather than categorical data and



utilizing more powerful analyses (e.g., using parametric rather than nonparametric

analyses).

Implications

Young children devote much time to watching television, and they do so during a

time in their development when they need many rich and meaningful experiences with

literacy. Certainly, families, educators, and others are legitimately concerned about time

spent with television and what that means for children’s literacy growth and learning, as

well as other aspects of their development. When researchers have looked at television

and how it influences young children, they have found that it depends on what children

see (i.e.. its content) in addition to how much time they spend watching television. Past

work has demonstrated that some educational programs can boost young children’s early

literacy skills, but such results do not alleviate concerns about the potential hamiful

effects of television. In addition, extant research has not addressed whether programs——

educational or not—affect children‘s literacy attitudes, attitudes that have been shown to

be a critical piece to literacy development and achievement.

In this project. I aimed to fill the gap in the existing research related to television.

young children. and literacy development. Results from the two experiments showed very

little evidence that these messages significantly influenced 4- and 5-year-olds' attitudes

about literacy. While television may influence children positively in some ways (e.g..

literacy skills development) and negatively in other ways (e.g.. attitudes about race,

gender. or violence). I cannot conclude. based on my findings. that television has much of

a meaningful impact on their literacy attitudes. at least the attitudes as measured by the

GLAM and the SLAM.



This represents good news and bad news for different audiences. For families who

struggle with balancing young children’s media exposure, they may find one less thing

about which to worry. Although the findings do not suggest that television has no impact

on literacy at all, they do suggest that families might not have to agonize about how

messages in some of their children's favorite programs may be affecting their feelings

about literacy. However, families should keep in mind the ages of the participants in

these studies—l worked with only 4- and 5-year-olds. The findings and conclusions

cannot be generalized to children younger or older than these ages.

For educators who may feel that television is an enemy to doing well in literacy,

the findings from this project suggests that. at least for literacy attitudes, some ofthe

most popular children‘s programs do little harm, at least as viewed in this study.

Particularly in thinking about the possible benefits to children’s literacy skills

development. educators may consider accepting and even incorporating what children see

on television into children‘s school lives. They may do so with less fear about harming

children‘s attitudes about literacy by integrating certain television programs that have

been shown to positively impact early literacy skills. for example.

When thinking about implications for the creators and producers of children‘s

programs. these findings may relieve them to know that the positive and negative

messages about literacy (in the clips used in this work) do not appear to damage young

children‘s attitudes about literacy. However. these findings do not necessarily mean that

they do not have to worry about the content and messages they include in their

program(s). We do not yet know whether exposures longer than in this study have an

impact. In any case. even if negative messages do not have a significant impact on
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children’s literacy attitudes, such messages are hard tojustify, particularly in programs

deemed educational.

The findings also show that positive messages do not seem to boost children’s

attitudes about literacy, and creators and producers may wonder why that was the case.

Perhaps including more positive messages (in number and duration) would have a

noticeable impact on children‘s literacy attitudes. Creators and producers should also bear

in mind that this study was conducted only with 4- and 5-year-olds. The positive and

negative messages shown to these participants may impact even younger children (under

the age of4) and older children (over the age of5) and in ways not seen with the

participants reported here.

For researchers interested in the impact of television on children‘s attitudes, the

studies I have reported on help to address previously unanswered questions. Young

children between the ages of4 and 5 comprehend at least some of the positive and

negative messages presented in popular children's television programs. Yet. even with

this understanding. the messages do not seem to affect their own feelings about literacy.

Even non—significant results have a story to tell. particularly for researchers and theorists

interested in early literacy development and television. Certainly. the limitations and

future directions for research that I discussed earlier will help to further the work in this

area. as many questions remain unanswered. As researchers try to understand all ofthe

different factors that play a role in children‘s literacy skills and attitudes development.

television must continue to be considered. There is still a great deal of work yet to be

done to investigate the impact of a medium that so many children use.
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Table I

Number andpercentage ofparticipants watching television on a typical weekday and

weekend day in Evperimem I (N = 5 9)

 

 

Hours Spent On a typical On a typical On a typical On a typical

Watching weekday weekday (%) weekend day weekend day

Television (# of (# of (%)

participants) participants)

Never 7 l 1.7 l l.7

l - 2 48 80.0 37 61.7

3 - 4 3 5.0 l9 3 l .7

More than 4 I 1.7 2 3.3
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Table 2

Television clips selected to show participants, paired by theme and aspect ofliteraet‘

 

 

 

shown

Pair Program Name Message Type Aspect of Message

Literacy

1 Arthur Negative Writing Writing is

frustrating. not

enjoyable

1 Barney & Friends Positive Writing Writing is.

enjoyable. not

frustrating

2 Fairly Odd Negative Books Books should be

Parents destroyed

2 Burner & Friends Positive Books Books should be

enjoyed

3 tllaggie & the N‘gative Reading Reading is useful.

Ferocious Beast helpful for learning

something new

3 Sesame Street Positive Reading Reading is not

useful. not helpful

for learning

something new
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Table 3

Experiment 1 participants ' baseline GLAM scores in relation to den-iographic variables

and television viewing variables

 

 

J

 

Variable 1 Variable 2 df x“ Exact p-value

Baseline GLAM Score Ethnicity 6 l 1.43 .06

Gender 2 1.13 .59

Weekday 6 5.76 .49

Viewing

Weekend 6 12.39 .03*

Viewing

 

*p < .05, Cramer‘s V = .324
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Table 4

Experiment 1 participants ' mean dif/erence scores and standard deviations

 

 

 

Time Points Clip Type Mean Difference SD

Score

1 to 2 Positive -1.37 7.13

1 to 2 Negative -l.83 9.36

2 to 3 Positive -0.80* 5.82

2 to 3 Negative 223* 5.60

1 to 3 Positive . —2.17 9.08

1 to 3 Negative 0.40 8.07

 

*p < .05, m3: .193
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Table 5

Number andpercentage ofparticipants watching television on a typical weekdav and

weekend day in Erperiment 2 (N = 5 ])

 

Hours Spent On a typical On a typical On a typical On a typical

 

Watching weekday weekday %) weekend day weekend day

Television (# of (# of (%)

participants) participants)

Never 1 1.9 0 0

l — 2 37 71.2 26 50

3 — 4 13 25 20 38.5

More than 4 0 0 5 9.6
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Table 6

Types andfrequency ofresponses to the question “How did [1). W. / Barnev and the kids]

feel about trying to write [her / their] name(s)? "for a positive and negative clip about

miting

 

 

 

Pair Clip Code Example Response Frequency ("0)

1 Negative Positive “Happy" 2 (8%)

(Arthur)

1 Negative Negative “Bad”; “Angry" 19 (76%)

(Arthur)

1 Negative Don't Know; 4 (16%)

(Arthur) Didn’t answer

the question

1 Positive Positive “Happy" 22 (8 %)

(Burner)

1 Positive Negative “'l‘hey‘re madder" l (4‘36)

(Burner)

1 Positive Not Answer 2 (8‘16)

(Burner) the Question
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Table 7

ftpes andji'equenev ofresponses to the question "ll/72y did [she / they]feel [that war,

e. g., happy, mad, sad] I) "for a positive and negative clip about writing

 

 

 

Pair Clip First Code Example Response Frequen

(second code) cy (%)

1 Negative Need to (positive) “She needed to do that" l (4%)

(Arthur)

1 Negative Don’t Know “She didn‘t know how to spell her 2 (8%)

(Arthur) (negative) name”

1 Negative Not able to “She couldn‘t do it“ 13

(Arthur) (negative) (52%)

1 Negative Try (negative) “She trying and trying" (after a 2 (8%)

(.«trt/mr) negative response to Item 9)

1 Negative Don‘t know, 7 (28%)

(Arthur) Can’t interpret. or

Other

1 Positive Know how “They know how to write their 3 ( 1291,)

(b’arnej') (positive) name”

1 Positive Able to (positive) “They were doing it all by 5. (20%)

(b’arnei') theirsclf‘

1 Positive Enjoy 1" likes “They really like to draw their 3 (12%)

(Burner) (positive) name"
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eon't table 7

1 Positive

(Barney)

Positive

(Barney)

Positive

(Barney)

Positive

(Barney)

Positive

(Barney)

Try (positive)

Learn (positive)

Need to (positive)

Not know

(negative)

Don’t know, Not

answer the

quesfion,

Redundant, or

Other

“They‘re trying" (after a positive

response to Item 9)

“They‘re Ieaming how to write

their names"

“They need to"

“They don’t know how to"

2 (8%)

2 ( 8‘34»)

1 (4‘36)

1 (4%)

8 (32%)
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Table 8

Types and/requenev ofresponses to the question “Why did [she / they] feel [that way.

e.g., happy, mad, sad]? for a positive and negative clip about reading

 

 

 

Pair Clip First Code Example Response Frequen

(second code) cy (%)

3 Negative Enjoy/ likes “She likes reacting books“ 1 (10%)

(Maggie) (positive)

3 Negative Not know “She didn’t know how to l (10%)

(Avlc‘tggie) (negative) play the game”

3 Neegative Too long “It was taking too long” I (10%

(.v’t/Iaggie) (negative)

3 Neegative Gives up “She decided to givee"up 3(30‘,’/0)

(Maggie) (negative)

3 Neegative Did not / could “She didn‘t get to play the 1 (109.6)

(..-'Ilaggie) not play the game game"

(negative)

3 Neegative Don‘t know. Not “I don't know"; Not answer 3 (30%)

(Maggie answer the the question: Question not

question. asked

Question not

asked

3 Positive Useful (positive) “llelpcd them 2 (20%)
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Con't table 8

(Sesame Street)

Positive

. ‘esame ree( 3 St 0

Positive

(Sesame Street)

Positive

(Sesame Street)

Means to an end

(positive)

Enjoy / likes

(positive)

Don’t know.

Redundant

make. . .something they

couldn’t”

“they wanted to fly a kite” 5 (50%)

(Reading was the means to

making and flying it)

“They liked reading books” 1 (10%,)

“1 don’t’ know”; Redundant 2 (20%)

response (repeat response

given for Item 9)

 



 

    
  

Children’s

Television

Literacy

Attitudes

 

   Literacy

Skills / 

 

  

   Achievem

Figure 1: The relationships between television, literacy attitudes, and literacy

achievement
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Note. AR = Arthur; BC = Blue 's Clues; BF = Barney and Friends; BTL = Between the

Lions; CA = Caillou; CBRD = Clilfin-d and the Big Red Dog; DE = Dora the Explorer:

DT= Dragon Tales: FOP : Fairly Odd Parents: MFB = Maggie and the Ferocious Beast;

SBSP = SpongeBob Squarel’ants; and SS = Sesame Street

Figure 2: Percentage of participants in Experiment 1 who have ever seen 12 popular

children's programs for viewers between the ages of2 and 5
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Figure 3: Percentage of participants in Experiment 1 who watch 12 popular children’s

programs during a typical week
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Figure 4: Percentage of participants in Experiment 2 who have ever seen the popular

children‘s programs from which clips were drawn
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Figure 5: Percentage of participants in Experiment 2 who typically watch the popular

children’s programs from which clips were drawn (during a typical week)
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Note. P_AF = positive feelings about reading or writing: N_AF = negative feelings about

reading or writing; M_AF = mixed feelings (positive and negative) about reading or

writing; DK = don’t know

Figure 6: Frequency of participants’ responses to the questions “How did [Maggie .’

Arthur,l Timmy] feel about [reading / writing / books]‘."‘ (Item 9. Maggie and Arthur and

Item 5, Fairly Odd Parents) and “How did that part make you feel about reading?” (Item

1, Maggie)
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EAS / EN N_EAS / NgEN BOTH

‘IARQS

‘CIARQ7

Note. EAS = writing is easy; EN = writing is fun; N_EAS = writing is hard / not easy;

NgEN : writing is not fun; BOTH = writing is easy and hard

Figure 7: Frequency of participants’ responses to the questions “Is it hard or easy to

write?” and “Is it fun or not fun to write?” for the Arthur clip
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APPENDIX A

Parent Survey of Children’s Television Viewing (PSCTV)

Your name:
 

Your child’s name:
 

*Please note that your child will receive a sticker regardless of whether all ofthe

following questions are answered.

1. Does your child watch TV and vidcotapesXDVDs‘? yes no
 

Ifyes to Question I. please continue:

2. On a typical weekday, how much time does your child spend watching TV and

videotapes/DVDS?

(Choose one)

Never 1-2 hours a day 3-4 hours a day

More than 4 hours a day

3. On a tvpical weekend, how much time does your child watching TV and

videotapes/DVDs?

(Choose one)

Never _ _ __ l-2 hours a day _ 3-4 hours a day

__ fimore than 4 hours a day

4. To your knowledge. has your child ever seen any ofthe following programs?

(Check all that apply)

Arthur E ‘ Barney & Friends

Blue's Clues _ _ Between the Lions

Caillou j , _ Clifford the Big Red Dog
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Dora the Explorer Dragon Tales

Fairly Odd Parents Maggie & the Ferocious Beast

Sesame Street SpongeBob SquarePants

5. During a tYDicaI week, does your child watch any ofthe following programs?

(Check all that apply)

__ Arthur __ Barney & Friends

__ Blue‘s Clues __ Between the Lions

__ Caillou __ Clifford the Big Red Dog

Dora the Explorer Dragon Tales

Fairly Odd Parents Maggie & the Ferocious Beast

Sesame Street SpongeBob SquarePants

6. What other programs does your child regularly watch?

(list titles)

 

 

  

  

7. What is your child's date ofbirth? (mmfiddtyyyy)

 

8. What is your child's etlinicitv?

_ Asianx’Pacific Islander (Asian American) African American non-Hispanic

__ American IndianiAIaskan Native Chicano/{\v'lcxican-American

m_ Hispanic White non-Hispanic

___ Other (Please specify: ___;+___ 5 w t.)
 



Dora the Explorer Dragon Tales

Fairly Odd Parents Maggie & the Ferocious Beast

Sesame Street - SpongeBob SquarePants

5. During a typical week. does your child watch any of the following programs?

(Check all that apply)

Arthur __ Barney & Friends

__ Blue’s Clues __ Between the Lions

_ Caillou __ Clifford the Big Red Dog

Dora the Explorer Dragon Tales

Fairly Odd Parents Maggie & the Ferocious Beast

Sesame Street SpongeBob SquarePants

6. What other programs does your child regularly watch?

(list titles)

  

  

 

 

7. What is your child‘s date of birth? (mm/dd/yyyy)

 

8. What is your child‘s ethnicitv?

__’_ Asian/Pacific Islander (Asian American) __ African American non-Hispanic

American Indian Alaskan Native Chicano.i’i\'lexican-American

__ Hispanic __ White non-Hispanic

__ Other (Please specify: __EA, f ,, , .)
  



9.

IO.

12.

13.

APPENDIX B

The General Literacy Attitudes Measure (GLAM)

. Let’s say you’re at home, and your mom wants to read with you. Do you feel a lot

happy, a little happy, okay, a little sad, or a lot sad?

. Let’s say it’s your birthday and you get a book for a present. How do you f’eel? [Repeat

face options after each question as necessary]

. Let’s say you’re reading instead of playing. How do you feel? [Repeat face options

after each question as necessary]

. Let’s say your mom wants to take you to the bookstore or the library. How do you

feel?

. Let’s say you’re [at school/in your classroom] and someone is reading to you. How do

you feel? Do you feel a lot happy, a little happy, okay, a little sad, or a lot sad?

. Let’s say you’re at the library or bookstore, and you’re reading or looking at books on

your own. How do you feel?

. Let’s say you’re at the library or the bookstore and you’re reading or looking at books

with someone. How do you feel?

. Do you have a library area in your classroom? [Ifdon’t know, describe what it looks

like—usually has bookshelf/shelves. books, book bins. a spot to read, ctc.]. Okay,

let’s say you’re [at school/in your classroom] and you go to the library area. How do

you feel?

Let’s say you’re talking about books with a friend. How do you feel?

Let’s say you’re [in your classroomfat school] and you’re writing or someone is

helping you write. How do you feel?

. Let’s say you’ve finished writing something and you are sharing it with someone else.

How" do you feel?

Let’s say you’re at home. and you’re writing or someone is helping you write. How

do you feel?

Let’s say you’re writing or someone is helping you write instead of playing. How do

you feel?
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APPENDIX C

The Specific Literacy Attitudes Measure (SLAM)

Pair 1:

Arthur (Negative Message)
 

Introduction: In this part, D.W. is trying to get a library card but has to do something

first. You will see what she has to do.

I.

2

3

4

5.

6.

7

8

9.

I

How did that part that we just watched make you feel about writing? [Children’s

attitudes about literacy referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why did you feel [that way, e.g., happy, sad, mad]? [Follow-up]

Should kids try to write their name? [Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why should they try / Why should they not try? [Follow-up]

Is it hard or easy to write? [Children’s attitudes not ref’crencing'the clip]

[Prompt] Why is it hard / easy? [Follow-up]

Is it fun or not fun to write? [Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why is it fun / not fun? [Follow-up]

How did D. W. feel about trying to write her name.[Comprchension]

0. [Prompt] Why did she feel [that way. e.g.,happy, mad, sad]? [Comprehension]

Barney & Friends (Positive Message)
 

Introduction: In this part, Barney and his friends are playing with sand. blocks. and other

things. You will see what they are doing.

I. How did that part that we just watched make you feel about writing? [Children’s

attitudes about literacy referencing the clip]

2. [Prompt] Why did you feel [that way. eg.. happy, sad. mad]? [Follow~up]

3. Should kids try to write their name? [Children s attitudes not referencing the clip]

4. [Prompt] Why should they try / Why should they not try? [Follow-up]

5. Is it hard or easy write? [Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

6. [Prompt] Why is it hard easy? [Follow-up]

7. Is it fun or not fun to write? [Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

8. [Prompt] Why is it fun / not fun? [Follow—up]

9. How did the kids in the clip feel about trying to write their names?

[Comprehension]

10. [Prompt] Why did they feel [that way.c g..happy. mad. sad]? [Comprehension]

Pair 2:

Fairly Odd Parents (Negative l\=lessagc)
 

Introduction: In this part. 'I’immy is doing a lot of different things. You will see what he’s

doing.
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How did that part that we just watched make you feel about books? [Children’s

attitudes about literacy referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why did you feel [that way, e.g., happy, sad, mad]? [Follow-up]

What are some things you can do with books? [Children’s attitudes not

referencing the clip]

What do you use a book for? [Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

How did Timmy feel about books? [Comprehension]

[Prompt]: Why did he feel [that way, e.g., happy. mad, sad]? [Comprehension]

What did Timmy think about books? [Comprehension]

[Prompt] Why did he think that about books? [Comprehension]

Barney & Friends (Positive Message)

Introduction: In this part, Barney and his friends are singing a song. You will hear what

they’re singing about.

1. How did that part that we just watched make you feel about books? [Children’s

attitudes about literacy referencing the clip]

2. [Prompt] Why did you feel [that way, e. g., happy, sad. mad]? [Follow-up]

3. What are some things you can do with books? [Children’s attitudes not

referencing the clip]

4. What do you use a book for? [Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

5. How did Barney and the kids feel about books? [Comprehension]

6. [Prompt] Why did they feel [that way, e.g., happy, mad, sad]? [Comprehension]

7. What did the Barney and the kids think about books? [Comprehension]

8. [Prompt] Why did they think that about books? [Comprehension]

Pair 3:

Maggie and the Ferocious Beast (Negative Message)

Introduction: In this part. Maggie wants to Ieam how to play a new game. You will see

how she tries to Ieam to play a new game.

I.

6.

How did that part that wcjust watched make you feel about reading? [Children’s

attitudes about literacy referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why did you feel [that way. e.g.. happy. sad. mad]? [Follow-up]

How would you feel about reading a book to learn to play a new game?

[Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why do you feel [that way about reading a hook to learn to play a new

game]? [Follow-up]

Would you use a book to learn a new game? [Children’s attitudes not referencing

the clip]

[Prompt] Why why wouldn’t you use a book to learn to play a new game?

[Follow-up]

Can books help people to learn to play something new? [Children’s attitudes not

referencing the clip]
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8.

9.

[Prompt] Why can / can’t books help people to learn to play a new game?

[Follow-up]

How did Maggie feel about reading a book to learn to play a new game?

[Comprehension]

10. [Prompt] Why did she feel [that way]? [Comprehension]

Sesame Street (Positive Message)

Introduction: In this part, Zoe and Elmo want to fly a kite but they can’t buy one. You

will see how Gabby helps them Ieam to make a kite.

l.

2.

3.

8.

9.

How did that part that we just watched make you feel about reading? [Children’s

attitudes about literacy referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why did you feel [that way, e.g., happy, sad, mad]? [Follow—up]

How would you feel about reading a book to Ieam to make something?

[Children’s attitudes not referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why do you feel [that way about reading a book to learn to Ieam to

make something]? [Follow—up]

Would you use a book to Ieam to make something? [Children’s attitudes not

referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why / why wouldn’t you use a book to Ieam to make something?

[Follow-up]

Can books help people to Ieam to make something new? [Children’s attitudes not

referencing the clip]

[Prompt] Why can / can’t books help people to learn to make something new?

[Follow-up]

How did Elmo and Zoe feel about reading a book to learn to make a kite?

[Comprehension]

10. [Prompt] Why they feel [that way]? [Comprehension]
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Pair 1:

APPENDIX D

Arthur

1) How did this clip make you feel about writing?

1 P_AF: Positive feeling about writing, refer to self(“good, fine, happy”)

2 N_AF: Negative feeling about writing, refer to self(“mad, tired, bored,

sad, grumpy”)

3 OK_AF: Okay feeling about writing, refer to self (“Okay”)

4 M_AF: mixed feelings about writing, refer to self(“good and bad: happy

and sad”)

5 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

7 IR: irrelevant comment

6 NAQ: not answer the question asked

8 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

2) [Promptz Why did you feel . . .l

2

3

4

5

—
"
—
‘
O
O
C
\
I
O
‘

0

l

12

I3

14

15

I6

l7

l8

I9

20

1 EN: likes/enjoys writing; writing is fun

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy writing; writing isn’t fun. boring

KNOW: knows how to write

N_KNOW: Doesn’t know how to write

VAL: value of reading; reading for readings sake; reading is good (for

you)

N_VAL: reading not valuable; not good for you

CHAR_N_WR: character couldn’t write

SAW: saw character writing

AB: Able to write, refer to self

N_AB: not able to write, refer to self

CHAR: likes the character and/or program (“I like IVIaggie. Barney’Fairly

Odd Parents). television

N_CHAR: not like the character and/or program (“I don’t like Barney...)

BOR: bored

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: Redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other (c.g.. because I’m writing)
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3) Should kids try to write their name?

I

N
O
L
A
-
D
u
m
b
)

\
O
O
O

Y: Yes, should try

N: No, shouldn’t try

S: Sometimes

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

1R: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

4) [ Prompt: Why or why not?]

I

2

O
C
N
J
O
‘
C
/
‘
I
A
D
J

9

AB: able to/can write

EF: easy to do, having to do with effort, practice (to learn how to),

needing to try

N_EF: hard to do, gives up, not trying (or not needing to try)

EN: likes/enjoys writing; writing is fun

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy writing: writing isn’t fun, boring

USF: writing one’s name is useful

N_USF: writing one’s name is not useful

LEARN: Ieaming (to write); have to learn to write

KNOW: know how to write

10 N_KNOW: don’t know how to write

11

12

l3

I4

15

l6

17

I8

AD: refers to adult help (mom, dad, teacher help you, teach you)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

1R: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: Redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

5) Is it hard or easy to write?

'
J
t
-
C
B
D
J
I
Q
—

\
J
O
‘

EAS: easy to write (also includes a little easy)

N_EAS: hard to write (also includes a little hard)

BOTH: both hard and easy

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other
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6) [Prompt: Why is it. . .|

1 AB: able to write/can write (write onc’s name, certain letters)

N_AB: not able to write/can’t write

EN: enjoy/like writing

N_EN: not enjoy/not like writing

USF: writing is useful

N_USF: Writing is not useful

SPEED: write fast

VAL: writing is valuable; good to write

9 N_VAL: writing isn’t valuable; not good to write

10 KNOW: know how to write

I l N_KNOW: Don’t know how to write

12 WANT: what want to do: can write what you want to write

13 AD: refers to adult (parent, teacher)

14 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

15 IR: irrelevant comment

16 NAQ: not answer the question asked

17 RED: redundant

18 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

19 N: question not asked

20 OTH: other

O
C
N
O
C
/
t
-
b
b
J
N

7) Is it fun or not fun to write?

1 EN: fun to write

2 N_EN: not fun to write

3 DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

4 IR: irrelevant comment

5 NAQ: not answer the question asked

6 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

7 ON: question not asked

OTH: other0
C

8) [Prompt: Why is it . . .l

1 AB: able to write (write onc’s name. certain letters)

2 N_A B: not able to write

3 EF: easy to do. having to do with effort. practice (to learn how to). trying.

makes you better

4 N_EF: hard to do. gives up. not trying

5 HAP: makes others (e.g.. mom) happy

6 BOR: Boring

7 TIRED: makes me tired

8 SPEED: write fast (e.g.. you can write fast)

9 EN: enjoy/like writing

10 N_EN: not enjoy/not like writing
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1 I USF: writing is useful

12 N_USF: Writing is not useful

13 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

14 IR: irrelevant comment

15 NAQ: not answer the question asked

16 RED: redundant

17 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

18 ON: question not asked

19 OTH: other

9) How did D. W. feel about trying to write her name?

I P_AF: feel good. happy, fine about writing her name, refers to character

2 N_AF: feel bad, mad/upset/angry, sad about writing, refers to character

3 OK_AF: feel okay about writing, refers to character

4 M_AF: mixed feelings about writing, refers to character

5 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

6 IR: irrelevant comment

7 NAQ: not answer the question asked

8 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

10) [Prompt: Why did she feel ...?l

I KNOW: knows how to write, refers to character

N_KNOW: doesn’t know how to write. refers to character

3 AB: character able to write/ can write

4 N_AB: character not able to write/ can’t write

5 EN: character enjoys/likes writing

6 N_EN: character not enjoy/like writing

7 EF: easy to do

8 N_EF: hard to do

9 TRY: trying to write

10 TIME: clock was ticking (away); taking long time

1 l LEARN: learning to write; have to learn to write

12 PROUD: felt proud about their writing

13 N_PROUD: not feel proud about their writing

14 NEED: need to write (name)

15 DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

16 IR: irrelevant comment

17 NAQ: not answer the question asked

18 RED: redundant

19 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

20 ON: question not asked

10.3

 



21 OTH: other

Bamey& Friends (Spell)
 

1) How did this clip make you feel about writing?

1

2

A
L
»
)

O
O
\
I
O
\
L
A

9

10

P_AF: Positive feeling about reading, refer to self (“good, fine, happy”)

N_AF: Negative feeling about reading, refer to self (“mad, tired, bored,

sad, grumpy”)

OK_AF: Okay feeling about reading, refer to self (“Okay”)

M_AF: mixed feelings about reading, refer to self’ (“good and bad; happy

and sad”)

DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

2) [Prompt: Why did you feel . . .l

M
A
C
H
N
H

\
J

8

9

10

11

I2

I3

14

15

l6

I7

18

19

20

J
I
s
.
)

l

2

r

EN: likes/enjoys writing; writing is fun

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy writing; writing isn’t fun, boring

KNOW: knows how to write

N_KNOW: Doesn’t know how to write

AB: Able to write, refer to self

N_AB: not able to write, refer to self

CHAR: likes the character and/or program (“1 like Maggic/Barneyt’Fairly

Odd Parents), television

N_CHAR: not like the character andf’or program (“I don’t like Barney...)

CHAR_N_WR: character can’t write

CHAR_KNOW: character knows how to write

BOR: bored

VAL: good to write; okay to write. writing for writing’s sake

N_VAL: not good to write. not okay to write

SAW: saw character writing

TRY: try(ing) to write

DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: Redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

3) Should kids try to write their name?
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1 Y: Yes, should try

2 N: No, shouldn’t try

3 S: sometimes

4 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

5 IR: irrelevant comment

6 NAQ: not answer the question asked

7 CI: can’t interpret

8 NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

4) [Prompt: Why or why not?

EF: easy to do. having to do with effort, practice (to Ieam how to), trying

N_EF: hard to do. gives up, not trying

EN: likes/enjoys writing: writing is fun

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy writing; writing isn’t fun, boring

USF: writing one’s name is useful

N_USF: writing one’s name is not useful

KNOW: know how to write

LEARN: learning to write; have to Ieam to write

AD: refers to adult help (mom, dad, teacher help you. teach you)

10 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

I 1 IR: irrelevant comment

12 NAQ: not answer the question asked

13 RED: Redundant

14 CI: can’t interpret

15 NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

16 ON: question not asked

17 OTH: other

O
O
O
N
O
L
A
-
h
W
N
—

5) Is it hard or easy write?

I EAS: easy to write

2 N_EAS: hard to write

3 BOTH: both hard and easy to write

4 DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

5 IR: irrelevant comment

6 NAQ: not answer the question asked

7 Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

8 ON: question not asked

9 OTH: other

6) [Prompt: Why is it . . .,|

1 AB: able to write (write onc’s name. certain letters)

2 N_AB: not able to write

3 EN: enjoy/like writing
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I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

l 0

Y: Yes, should try

N: No, shouldn’t try

S: sometimes

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

1R: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

4) [Prompt: Why or why not?

I

O
O
Q
O
M
-
b
b
J
N

9

10

ll

12

l3

I4

15

16

I7

EF: easy to do, having to do with effort, practice (to Ieam how to), trying

N_EF: hard to do, gives up, not trying

EN: likes/enjoys writing; writing is fun

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy writing; writing isn’t fun, boring

USF: writing one’s name is useful

N_USF: writing one’s name is not useful

KNOW: know how to write

LEARN: learning to write; have to Ieam to write

AD: refers to adult help (mom, dad, teacher help you. teach you)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: Redundant

C I: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

5) Is it hard or easy write?

\
l
O
'
J
t
-
D
'
V
J
I
Q
—

0
0

9

EAS: easy to write

N_EAS: hard to write

BOTH: both hard and easy to write

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

6) |Prompt: Why is it . . .|

I

2

3

AB: able to write (w rite one’s name. certain letters)

N_AB: not able to write

EN: enjoy/like writing
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I
O
\
L
J
t
-
§

9

10

ll

12

l3

I4

15

l6

l7

l8

I9

20

21

22

N_EN: not enjoy/not like writing

USF: writing is useful

N_USF: Writing is not useful

SPEED: write fast

VAL: writing is valuable; writing is good for you; writing for writing’s

sake

N__VAL: writing not valuable: not good for you

WANT: want to write: get to write what want to

KNOW: Knows how to write

N_KNOW: not know how to write

TRY: try(ing) to write

AD: refers to adult (parent, teacher)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

7) Is it fun or not fun to write?

10

IO

10

10

10

10

10

10

EN: fun to write

N_EN: not fun to write

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

8) [Prompt: Why is it. . .l

1 AB: able to write (write onc’s name. certain letters)

2 N_AB: not able to write

3 EF: easy to do, having to do with effort. practice (to learn how to).

trying

4 N_EF: hard to do. gives up. not trying

5 EN: enjoy/like writing

6 N_EN: not enjoy/not like writing

7 USF: writing is useful

8 N_USF: Writing is not useful

9 HAP: makes other (e.g.. mom) happy

10 BOR: boring

I 1 SPEED: get to write fast

12 N_-WANT: not want to (write)
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I3

14

15

l6

17

18

19

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

9) How did the kids in the clip feel about trying to write their names?

1

N
O
C
Q
Q
L
I
I
-
h
w

10

10

P_AF: feel good, happy, fine about writing her name, refers to

character

N_AF: feel bad, mad/upsct/angry, sad about writing, refers to

character

OK_AF: feel okay about writing, refers to character

M_AF: mixed feelings about writing, refers to character

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

10 |Prompt: Why did Barney and the kids feel...?]

\
I
O
‘
I
J
I
A
U
J
N
H

10

11

12

I3

14

15

l6

I7

18

19

20

KNOW: knows how to write, refers to character

N_KNOW: doesn’t know how to write, refers to character

AB: character able to write

N_AB: character not able to write

EN: character enjoys/likes writing

N__EN: character not enjoy/like writing

EF: easy to do

N_EF: hard to do

TRY: trying to write

TIME: taking long time

LEARN: Ieaming to write; have to learn to write

WANT: want to write: get to write what want

PROUD: felt proud about their writing

N_PROUD: not feel proud about their writing

NEED: need to write

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)
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21 QN: question not asked

22 OTH: other
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Pair 2:

Fairly Odd Parents 

1) How did this clip make you feel about books?

I

2

A
b
)

O
C
\
I
C
J
\
U
I

9

10

P_AF: Positive feeling about books, refer to self(“good, fine, happy”)

N_AF: Negative feeling about books, refer to self(“mad, tired, bored, sad,

grumpy”)

OK_AF: Okay feeling about books, refer to self(“Okay”)

M_AF: mixed feelings about books, refer to self(“good and bad; happy and

sad”)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked .

OTH: other

2) |Prompt: Why did you feel . . .l

l

o
c
u
o
s
m
n
w

10

ll

l2

l3

I4

15

16

17

EN: likes/enjoys books; books are fun (also if refer to reading as something

like to do/cnjoys/fun)

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy books; books aren’t fun (also if refer to

reading as something not like to do/not enjoy/not fun)

USF: books useful / helpful

N_USF: books not useful / not helpful

UG: appropriate usage of book in clip

N_UG: not appropriate usage of book (the character was damaging the book)

WANT: want to read/look at books

N_WANT: not want to readt‘look at books

CHAR: likes the character and/or program (“I like Maggie/Barney..’Fairly Odd

Parents), television

N_CHAR: not like the character and/or program (“I don’t like Barney...)

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

3) What are some things you can do with books?

1

7
b

UG: appropriate usage of books — read them, look at pictures

NMUG: not appropriate usage of books —» anything that might damage. break.

harm books

1 (l9



4)

5)

6)

\
I
O
M
-
w
a

\
O
O
O

NOTH: nothing

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

.IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

What do you use a book for?

l

\
l
O
’
N
k
l
t
-
b
w

N
\
0
0
0

UG: appropriate usage of books — read them, look at pictures

N_UG: not appropriate usage of books — anything that might damage, break,

harm books

NOTH: nothing

DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

How did Timmy feel about books?

I

2

h
e
»

O
O
N
C
N
L
A

9

P_AF: Positive feeling about books. refer to character (“good, fine, happy”)

N_AF: Negative feeling about books, refer to character (“‘mad, tired, bored,

sad, grumpy”)

OK_AF: Okay feeling about books. refer to character (“Okay”)

M_AF: mixed feelings about books. refer to character (“good and bad; happy

and sad”)

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

10 OTH: other

|Prompt: Why did he feel . . .?|

1

O
L
A
-
D
u
b
)

EN: likes/"enjoys books: books are fun (also if refer to reading as something

like to dotenjoyslfun)

N_EN: doesn’t likefdoesn’t enjoy books; books aren’t fun (also if refer to

reading as something not like to dofnot enjoy/not fun)

USF: books useful helpful

N_USF: books not useful i" not helpful

UG: appropriate usage of book in clip

N_UG: not appropriate usage of book (the character was damaging the book)
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7)

8)

7

8

9

10

ll

12

13

I4

15

l6

I7

18

I9

20

2I

WANT: want to read/look at books

N_WANT: not want to read/look at books

FUN: he’s having fun (but response not specific to reading/books. e.g.,

“because he’s having so much fun)

N_FUN: he’s not having fun (response not specific to reading/books

PLAY: he was playing (a lot)

READ: because he was reading

BREAK: wanted to break/damage books. likes to break/damage books

KNOW: knows about books

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

RED: Redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

What did Timmy think about books?

C
i
t
-
R
W
N
—

O
5

7

8

9

10

11

EN: thinks books are great, enjoyable, fun

N_EN: thinks books aren’t great, not enjoyable. not fun

USF: thinks books are useful /helpful

N_USF: thinks books aren’t useful / helpful

UG: thinks books are for reading or mentions other appropriate uses of books

(for reading, looking at pictures, etc.)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

|Prompt: Why did he think books are ...?l

2

'
J
t
h
i
m
)

(i

7

8

9

l l)

1 EN: thinks books are great. good. enjoyable. fun (refers to the character)

Nu EN: thinks books aren’t great. not good. not enjoyable. not fun (refers to

the character)

WANT: he wanted to read them

NEWANT: He didn’t want to read them

READ: because he was reading them (books)

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

lll



ll

12

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

Barney & Friends (books) 

1) How did this clip make you feel about books?

1

2

b
e
»

O
O
\
I
C
\
C
I
I

9

10

P_AF: Positive feeling about books, refer to self(“good, fine, happy”)

N_AF: Negative feeling about books, refer to self(“mad, tired, bored, sad,

grumpy”)

OK_AF: Okay feeling about books, refer to self(“Okay”)

M_AF: mixed feelings about books, refer to self (“good and bad: happy and

sad”)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

2) [Prompt: Why did you feel . . .'|

18

I9

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

EN: likes/enjoys books: books are fun (also if refer to reading as something

like to do/enjoys/fun)

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy books; books aren’t fun (also if refer to

reading as something not like to do/not enjoy/not fun)

USF: books useful / helpful

N_USF: books not useful / not helpful

UG: appropriate usage of book in clip

N_UG: not appropriate usage of book (the character was damaging the book)

WANT: want to read/look at books

N_WANT: not want to read/look at books

CHAR: likes the character and/or program (“I like Maggie:Barney/Fairly Odd

Parents). television

N_CHAR: not like the character and/or program (“I don’t like Barney...)

READ: because the characters were reading

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

3) What are some things you can do with books?

I UG: appropriate usage of books -— read them. look at pictures



4)

6)

“
G
i
l
t
-
h
u
b
)

N
0
0

9

N_UG: not appropriate usage of books —— anything that might damage. break.

harm books

NOTH: nothing

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

What do you use a book for?

1

2

L
i
t
-
b
k
»
)

8

9

UG: appropriate usage of books — read them, look at pictures

N_UG: not appropriate usage of books — anything that might damage. break.

harm books

NOTH: Nothing

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

How did Barney and the kids in the clip feel about books?

I

2

9

P_AF: Positive feeling about books, refer to characters (“good, fine, happy”)

N_AF: Negative feeling about books, refer to characters (“mad, tired, bored.

sad, grumpy”)

OK_AF: Okay feeling about books. refer to characters (“Okay”)

M_AF: mixed feelings about books. refer to characters (“good and bad: happy

and sad”)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

10 0TH: other

|Prompt: Why did they feel . . . ?]

I

I
s
)

EN: Iiketenjoy books: books are fun (also if refer to reading as something like

to (lo/enjoysifun)

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy books: books aren’t fun (also if refer to

reading as something not like to dofnot enjoy-not fun)

USF: books useful / helpful

N_USF: books not useful / not helpful



7)

3)

\
O
O
O
\
I
O
\
C
J
I

10

11

12

13

I4

15

l6

I7

18

I9

20

UG: appropriate usage of book in clip

N_UG: not appropriate usage of book (the character was damaging the book)

WANT: want to read/look at books

N_WANT: not want to read/look at books

FUN: they’re having fun (but response not specific to reading/books. e.g.,

“because he’s having so much fun)

N_FUN: they’re not having fun (response not specific to reading/books

PLAY: they were playing (a lot)

READ: because they were reading

KNOW: they know about books

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

What did the Barney and the kids in the clip think about books?

C
l
t
-
l
k
D
J
I
‘
J
H

6

7

8

9

10

11

EN: think books are great, enjoyable, fun, good

N_EN: think books aren’t great, not enjoyable, not fun

USF: think books are useful /helpful

N_USF: think books aren’t useful / helpful

UG: books are for reading, or other appropriate uses of books (looking at

pictures. etc.)

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

[Prompt: Why did they think books are |

1

£
1
1
.
5
9
.
)

t
o

3
C
\
l

EN: think books are great, good, enjoyable. fun (refers to the character). likes

books

NHEN: think books aren’t great. not good. not enjoyable. not fun (refers to the

character)

WANT: they wanted to read them

N_WANT: they didn’t want to read them

READ: because they were reading them (books)

DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: Not answer the question asked

RED: redundant
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Pair 3

10 Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

1 1 ON: question not asked

12 OTH: other

Maggie and the Ferocious Beast

I) How did that part [that we just watched] make you feel about reading?

I P_AF: Positive feeling about reading, refer to self (“good, fine, happy”)

2 N_AF: Negative feeling about reading, refer to self (“mad, tired, bored,

sad, grumpy”)

3 OK_AF: Okay feeling about reading, refer to self (“Okay”)

4 M_AF: mixed feelings about reading, refer to self(“good and bad; happy

and sad”)

5 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

6 NAQ: not answer the question asked

7 IR: irrelevant comment

8 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

2) [Prompt: Why did you feel . . .]

1 EN: likes/enjoys reading; reading is f’un

2 N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy reading; reading isn’t fun

3 USF: reading useful for Ieaming something; reading helpful for Ieaming

/making something

4 N_USF: reading not useful for learning something: reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

5 CHAR: likes the character and/or program (“I like Maggie/Bamey/Fairly

Odd Parents). television

6 N_«CHAR: not like the character and/or program (“I don’t like Barney...)

7 PRACT: practice

8 NWPLAY: couldn’t play the game (the character)

9 DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

10 IR: irrelevant comment

I 1 RED: redundant

12 NAQ: not answer the question asked

13 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

14 ON: question not asked

15 OTH: other
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3) How would you feel about reading a book to learn to play a new game?

1 P_AF: feel good, happy, fine about reading a book

N_AF: feel not good, bad, sad, bored, grumpy about reading a book

OK_AF: feel okay about reading

M_AF: mixed feelings about reading

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

CI: can’t interpret

NAQ: not answer the question asked

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

O
‘
O
C
N
L
I
t
-
D
L
N
I
Q

4) |Prompt: Why do you feel...?]

I N_LONG: too long (to read)

2 EN: likes/enjoys reading; reading is fun

3 N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy reading; reading isn’t fun

4 USF: reading useful for Ieaming something; reading helpful for learning

/making something

5 N_USF: reading not useful for Ieaming something; reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

6 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

7 IR: irrelevant comment

8 CI: can’t interpret

9 RED: redundant

10 NAQ: not answer the question asked

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

1 1 ON: question not asked

12 OTH: other

5) Would you use a book to learn a new game?

1 Y: Yes, would use a book

2 N: No. wouldn’t use a book

3 M: Maybe would use a book

4 BOTH: both yes and no

5 DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

6 IR: irrelevant comment

7 CI: can’t interpret

8 NAQ: not answer the question asked

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

6) |Prompt: Why or why not?]

1 USF: reading useful for Ieaming something: reading helpful for learning

.‘making something (tells you how to play the game)
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2 N_USF: reading not useful for learning something; reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

\
O
O
O
N
O
I
J
I
-
b
w EN: likes/enjoys reading; reading is fun

N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy reading; reading isn’t fun

WANT: something want to do

N_WANT: something don’t want to do

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

10 RED: redundant

11 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

12 ON: question not asked

13 OTH: other

7) Can books help people to learn to play something new?

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

O
C

9

Y: Yes, books can help

N: No, books can’t help

S: sometimes

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

Cl: can’t interpret

NAQ: not answer the question asked

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

8) |Prompt: Why or why not?]

I USF: reading useful for learning something: reading helpful f’or Ieaming

lmaking something (tells you how to play the game)

2 N_USF: reading not useful for Ieaming something: reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

3 VAL: reading itselfis valuable: reading for rcading’s sake: reading is

good for you

12

l3
.1

N_VAL: reading is not valuable; reading is not good for you

KNOW: know how to play/make

N_KNOW: don’t know how to play/make

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other
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9) How did Maggie feel about reading a book to learn to play a new game?

I P_AF: feel good, happy, fine about reading a book, refers to character

2 N_AF: feel not good, bad, sad, bored, grumpy about reading a book. refers

to character

OK_AF: feel okay about reading, refers to character

M_AF: mixed feelings about reading. refers to character

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

0
0
0
‘
“
t
h

10) |Prompt: Why did she feel...?]

I KNOW: knows (or will know how after reading) how to play the game

2 N_KNOW: Doesn’t know how to play the game (she gives up. doesn’t

play the game)

3 USF: reading useful for Ieaming something: reading helpful f’or learning

/making something (tells her how to play the game)

4 N_USF: reading not useful for learning something: reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

5 MEANS: reading is a means to an end (he liked making kites. . .so had to

read in order to get to that end)

6 EN: Character likes/enjoys reading: reading is fun

7 N_EN: character doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy reading; reading isn’t fun

8 N_LONG: too long (to read)

9 HARD: hard to do (Ieam to play a game)

10 GIVE: gives up

I l N_PLAY: character couldn’t play the game

12 N_BK: not a good book

13 DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

14 IR: irrelevant comment

15 NAQ: not answer the question asked

16 RED: redundant

17 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

18 ON: question not asked

19 OTII: other

Sesame Street
 

I) How did this clip make you feel about reading?

1 P_AF: Positive feeling about reading. refer to self(“good. fine. happy”)

2 N__AF: Negative feeling about reading. refer to self(“mad. tired. bored.

sad. grumpy”)
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3 OK_AF: Okay feeling about reading, refer to self (“Okay”)

4 M_AF: mixed feelings about reading, refer to self(“good and bad; happy

and sad”)

5 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

7 IR: irrelevant comment

6 NAQ: not answer the question asked

8 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

2) |Prompt: Why did you feel . . .l

1 EN: likes/enjoys reading; reading is fun

2 N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy reading: reading isn’t fun

3 BOTH__EN: likes and doesn’t like reading: enjoys/doesn’t enjoy reading

4 USF: reading useful for Ieaming something; reading helpful for learning

/making something

5 N_USF: reading not useful for learning something: reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

6 CHAR: likes the character and/or program (“1 like Maggie/Barney/Fairly

Odd Parents), television

7 N_CHAR: not like the character and/or program (“I don’t like Barney...)

8 PRACT: practice

9 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

10 IR: irrelevant comment

I I NAQ: not answer the question asked

12 RED: redundant

13 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

14 QN: question not asked

15 OTH: other

3) How would you feel about reading a book to learn to make something?

1 P_AF: feel good. happy. fine about reading a book

2 NMAF: feel not good. bad. sad. bored. grumpy about reading a book

3 OK_AF: feel okay about reading

4 M_AF: mixed feelings about reading

5 DK: don’t know. not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

C1: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

O
O
C
\
\
I
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4) [Prompt: Why do you feel...?]

1 N_LONG: too long (to read)

2 EN: likes/enjoys reading; reading is fun

3 N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy reading; reading isn’t fun

4 USF: reading useful for Ieaming something; reading helpful for learning

/making something

5 N_USF: reading not useful for Ieaming something; reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

6 DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

7 IR: irrelevant comment

8 NAQ: not answer the question asked

9 RED: redundant

10 CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

11 ON: question not asked

12 OTH: other

 

5) Would you use a book to learn to make something?

I Y: Yes, would use a book

N: No, wouldn’t use a book

M: Maybe would use a book

BOTH: Both yes and no

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

9 ON: question not asked

10 OTH: other

O
O
Q
O
M
A
L
N
’
N

6) [Prompt: Why or why not?|

l USF: reading useful for learning something; reading helpful for learning

i’making something (tells you how to play the game)

2 N_USF: reading not useful for learning something; reading not helpful for

learning/making something

3 EN: likes/enjoys reading: reading is fun

4 N_EN: doesn’t like/doesn’t enjoy reading: reading isn’t fun

5 WANT: something want to do

6 N_WANT: something don’t want to do

7 DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

8 IR: irrelevant comment

9 NAQ: not answer the question asked

10 RED: redundant

I 1 Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

12 QN: question not asked
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l3 OTH: other

7) Can books help people to learn to make something new?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Y: Yes, books can help

N: No, books can’t help

S: Sometimes

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

Cl: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

8) |Prompt: Why or why not?]

I USF: reading useful for Ieaming something; reading helpful for Ieaming

/making something (tells you how to play the game)

2 N_USF: reading not useful for learning something; reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

3 VAL: reading itselfis valuable; reading for reading’s sake; reading is

good for you

NMVAL: reading is not valuable; reading is not good for you

KNOW: know how to make/play

N_KNOW: don’t know how to make/play

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other

9) How did Elmo and Zoe feel about reading a book to learn to make a kite?

1

'7
‘-

P__AF: feel good. happy. fine about reading a book, refers to characters

N_AF: feel not good. bad, sad. bored. grumpy about reading a book. refers

to characters

3

4

5

6

.7

8

9

10

OK_AF: feel okay about reading. refers to characters

M_AF: mixed feelings about reading. refers to characters

DK: don’t know, not sure, can’t remember

1R: in‘elevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other



10) |Prompt: Why did they feel ?]

I

2

KNOW: knows (or after reading will know) how to make kite

N_KNOW: Docsn’t know how to play the game (they gives up, doesn’t

know how to make kite)

3 USF: reading useful for Ieaming something; reading helpful for Ieaming

t’making something (tells them how to make kite)

4 N_USF: reading not useful for learning something; reading not helpful for

Ieaming/making something

5 MEANS: reading is a means to an end (they liked making kites. . .so had to

read in order to get to that end); they want to make a kite

O
C
\
I
O
‘

10

ll

12

13

I4

15

I6

17

18

EN: Characters like/enjoy reading; reading is fun

N_EN: characters don’t like/don’t enjoy reading; reading isn’t fun

N_LONG: too long (to read)

HARD: hard to do (learn to make a kite)

GIVES: gives up

DK: don’t know, not sure. can’t remember

IR: irrelevant comment

NAQ: not answer the question asked

RED: redundant

CI: can’t interpret

NA: not applicable question (didn’t see this clip)

QN: question not asked

OTH: other
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